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THE SACRED

2

HEART REVIEW.
At the intersection of the roofs of
the nave and transept there is a circle
of eight panels, upon each of which
are painted groups of angels.

CLINTON, MASS.
St. John's Church and School.
Rev. R. J. Patterson, Pastor.

The Stations.

the Assumption of the Blessed
Virgin Mary by angels and the
crowning by Father, Son and Holy
Ghost, with a half-circle of angels
and cherubs still higher. In the
panels are flowers, birds of paradise,
etc. The windows in the transept
under the gallery are in the following
order:?
On gospel side

Around the nave of the church are
arranged the Stations. In panels
with handsome frames of stucco
work, painted and gilded, whose dimensions are 10x22, are placed oil
1. Saint Peter, Saint Catherine of
paintings on canvas representing
Alexis and Saint Cecilia.
scenes in the progress of the Passion
2. Saint Peter in centre, on Mhe
of Christ. These paintings were imright Saint Rose of Lima and
Saiut Teresa.
ported from Europe and arc of artis3. Saint Paul inceutre, Saint Anatic merit.
stasiaon the right and Saint Lucy
Statues.
on the left.
There are also arranged about the
On epistle side?
church in niches, canopied and sup1. Saint John the Evangelist in
centre, Saint Mary Magdalen on
ported by groups of cherubs, twentyand Saint Agnes of Rome
right
two statues of saints, seven feet high
on left.
colors.
the
and painted in life
In
2. Saint Patrick in centre, Saint
nave of the church are the twelve
Brigid on right and Saint Cathapostles anil on either side of the
erine of Siena on left.
choir gallery the patrons of music,
:t. !iaint Agatha in centre, Saint
Aloysius on right and Saint StanSaint Gregory and Saint Cecilia.
islaus on left.
In the transept on tlie gospel side
There is a large rose window over
and in range with those of the aposthe
organ gallery, the subjects of
tles are Saint Joseph, Saint Agnes,
which
are the Blessed Virgin Mary,
Saint Lawrence O'Toole, Archbishop
Saint
Saint John the Baptist
Cecilia,
the
of Dublin, and Saint Catherine
two cherubs.
and
philosopher.
There are also stained glass winOn tlie epistle side of the transept
dows
over the doors of the side enare Saint Patrick, Saint Francis of
trances.
Assisi, Saint Mary Magdalen and
The church is lighted by 710 gas
Saint Columbkille.
burners.
?

" Whoever sees, 'neath winter's fields and tinge. Upon this
show

The silent harvest of the future good,
God's power must know."

is laid frescoing of
delicate design and fine harmony of
colors, while the arches, ribs and
columns are relieved and brightened
by gold-leafliberally laid on the angles
and depressions in the woodwork.
On the walls are twenty-four large,
square paintings representing scenes
from the history of the life, Passion
and death of Christ. They are all
executed in a manner that testifies
the artist's appreciationof the subject
and his ability to express it in colors.
The pictures were painted by Daniel
Muller & Son, formerly of Munich,
Germany, but later of Boston, who
were engaged in the work two years.
The list of the subjects is as follows :
Just behind and over the main
altar

To the careless observer the month
of February in each year presents little that is attractive. Yet to one
whose soul is ever open to the influences of Nature the winter landscape
is an eloquent teacher. Mark the
exquisite symmetry of the leafless
trees crowning the summits of the
barren hilltops. Against the banks
of snow and the clear sunset-tinted
sky, how vividly the delicate outlines
are traced ! Every branch and little
twig is cut in silhouette sharpness,
while the rosy light glorifies and
beautifies the whole. There is a
robustness, too, in the bracing air,
that makes the blood tingle, and the
strong, healthy man rejoices, for him
The Crucifixion.
it is a delight to live.
On gospel side
Such were the thoughts that filled
The Last Supper and the Agony in
our minds as we drove in a sleigh
the Garden of Gethseniane.
from Lancaster to Clinton on & recent
On epistle side
afternoon to visit the Catholic church
Resurrection of Christ and AscenThe altar is a beautiful structure,
and school in that town. Rising
sion into heaven.
from the heart of Clinton and outFifteen feet higher in panels at the pinnacle of which is thirty feet in
height, made of wood handsomely
lined against the banks of snow and either side
Saint Patrick on the gospel side adorned with gold-leaf. There are
ice on the neighboring hills, St. John's
and Saint Brigid on the epistle two small altars on either side of the
Church loomed up in all its magnifiside.
main altar. On the main altar are
centproportions. The exquisitesymA little lower than the large paintplaced statues of the Sacred Heart of
metry and beauty of this temple must
ings are those of
Jesus and the Immaculate Heart of
be seen to be appreciated. And on a
Saint Teresa on the epistle side
There are also eight niches
Mary.
as
we
saw
it
illufrosty afternoon
and Saint Clara on the gospel
statuettes. The statuettes
holding
and
the
of
side.
by
rays
mined
beautified
on
are,
side, Saint Anthony
gospel
the setting sun it seemed like a work
Over the side altars, in largepanels,
of
Saint
Aloysius, Saint
Padua,
of enchantment.
Bxls, are the paintings of
and
the
Joseph
Jesus, and Saint
and
Child
Conception
While this might sound like extravThe Immaculate
On
Augustine.
epistle
.Joseph.
side, Saint
Saint
agant praise; as a matter of fact no
Blessed
VirKostka,the
nave
:
Stanislaus
of
of Church
single building in the whole town can
In transept and
Ann
teaching
Child,
and
Saint
gin
be compared to it, and it is one of
Tlie Annunciation.
the child Mary, and Saint Cecilia.
the finest churches in the diocese of
The ISirth of Christ.
Temple.
in
the
presentation
Christ's
Springfield. The edifice is a massive
Christ teaching in the Temple at
Stained Glass Windows.
and imposing structure, 165 feet in
the age of twelve.
There
are eighteen stained glass
length, and 75 feet in breadth at the
Finding of Christ in the Temple
windows. Over the altar there are
nave, and widening to 112 feet at the
disputing with Doctors.
dead.
five representing the patron saints
transept. Extreme height from floor
Raising of Lazarus from the
daughter.
Raising
of
.lanis'
to roof, 67 feet. It is built of Lanof the Church: Saint John the
Raising of the widow's son of
Evangelist in the centre, and on
caster brick and of cut Fitzwilliam
Nairn.
granite trimmings. The exterior is
either side the Sacred Heart of Jesus,
Healing of the paralytic.
plain, but is of the Romanesque style
Pardoning of Mary Magdalen.
the Immaculate Heart of Mary, the
Christ's appearance to Thomas Blessed Virgin Mary, and Saint
of architecture, surmounted by a
after the Resurrection.
large lantern-like dome across the
Joseph.
Christ's Transfiguration on the
transept.
The rose windows on either side of
Mount.
Once inside the massive door, howthe
transept are of antique stained
Epistle side of transept
ever, the visitor is at once impressed
24x4* feet. On the gospel side
glass,
Triumphant entry into Jerusalem.
by the elegance and good taste disChrist blessing little children.
the subject of the window is the presThe sermon on the Mount.
played, and is filled with a sense of
entation of the child Mary in the
The descent of the Holy Ghost on Temple, with a grouping of fortyreverence and the exact fitness of all
the apostles.
the details.
seven figures. On the epistle side
side of transept
Gospel
From a descriptive sketch of the
the subject of the window is the marThe chastisement of David for his
riage of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
church recently compiled by Rev.
sins by death of his child.
Father McCaughan we copy the folLazarus at the table of Dives and with a grouping of a great many
his reception to Abraham's bosom figures. In the nave of the church
lowing details:
while Dives descends into hell. the subject of the window on the
The arrangement and finish is in
The sending forth of the twelve gospel side is the apostles at the
the cathedral style, being finished to
apostles.
tomb of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
the roof by ribs and arches with masJesus at the marriage feast the
Angels are grouped over the apostles
them.
The
supporting
pillars
sive
miracle of turning water into
and still higher other angels offer inthe
is
of
decorations
wine.
prevailing color
cense.
On the epistle side of the
ground
paint
the
cheerful,
money*
Jesus
the
scourging
light and
from
the
nave
the
subject of the picture is
Temple.
changers
a
with_
yellowish
being light; gray
?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?
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Capacity,
The church has a seating capacity
of 1,500. The spire of the church is
150 feet high and is surmounted by a
large cross, which is an object of interest to travelers passing through the
town.
As may be judged from our poor
description, St. John's Church in
Clinton is a most beautiful edifice;
one of the most beautiful in our land,
and rivals in beauty and style of
finish those of our largest cities. For
many years the pastor has labored
most diligently to accomplish this
great result and the people have always seconded his efforts and responded generously to his calls. In
all struggles the pastor and people
have stood side by side and together
they witnessed the consummation of
their labors in the consecration to
God and his service of this noble structure which shall always be an enduring memorial to the anxious thought,
persevering labor and untiring zealof
the present pastor and people of St.
John's parish.

Historical Sketch.

Perhaps a sketch of the early beginning of the Church in Clinton may
not be out of place here. Like nearly
all the towns of eastern Massachusetts the first Catholic service ever
held in Clinton was said by Rev.
Father Gibson, the pioneer priest in
these parts. For a time some Worcester priest would come one Sunday
of each month and say Mass. Then
Father John Boyce came and was the
first priest who drove to Clinton regularly every month to say Mass at the
house of some parishioner.
By degrees the little flock increased
in numbers and it was deemed advisable to build a church, which was
done in 1849, the church being called

Hli'AlvT
Saint John's, and located on South
Main street. Here services were held
for twenty years.
Father Boyee was succeeded in
1862 by Father J. J. Connolly, the
first resident parish priest, who was in
turn succeeded in 1863by FatherJames
Quinn. In May of 1868 Father 1).
A. O'Keefe came, but he died the
following October. Father O'Keefe
was very much beloved by his people.
He was a young priest, at the time of
his death but 28 years old. The
funeral services were performed by
the late Bishop O'Reilly, who was
then pastor of St. John's Church,
Worcester, and the sermon was
preached by Father Bapst, S. J., of
Boston.

Rev. R. J. Patterson, the present

efficient pastor, was then appointed
by Archbishop Williams to this field,
where he has since labored so zealously. He came from Pittsfield in
November, 1868, and at once took
steps towards the erection of a larger
church which should be more centrally located.
The site selected for the new edifice was on Pleasant street. This
church was built in the summer of
1869 and was occupied for the first
time November 21st of that year.
The dimensions of the church were
7(>x(>4 feet, and the church had a
seating capacity of 900. The cost
was about 815,000.
The town of Lancaster formed, at
that time, an important part of the
parish, and a neat little church was
erected there by Father Patterson, in
which Mass was said every Sunday.
The parish still kept pace with the
town in its growth, and later the idea
was conceived by Father Patterson
of building a church adapted to the
wants of his people which should be
a temple worthy of the worship of

God.
The lot at the corner of School and
Union streets was selected and purchased. Plans for anew church were

J

3

ten
Pastoral Residence,
St. John's Parish, Clinton, Mass.

W. Ford of
were
plans
accepted
Boston. These
commenced
immediately
and work

submitted byarchitect P.
upon the church.

The Coiner Stone
of the new church was laid August 8,
1875. Bishop O'Reilly performed
theceremonyand Father E. 11. Wel«h,
S. J., of Boston, preached tbe sermon.
More than 4,000 people were present.
Work was pushed on the basement until its completion, after which
active labor was suspended until
1850, when work was again taken up
and completed. The church was ded-

kevikw:

3
them to Clinton, where they now
repose under the altar of the Blessed
Virgin, on which Mass is said daily.
(For further information see Butler's
Lives of the Saints).
Rev. Father Patterson is at present very ably assisted in his labors
by Rev. W. C. McCaughan and Rev.
Denis Mullen.
Such is the story of Catholicism in

Clinton, a record of which the pastor
and people of this Massachusetts
town may wellfeel proud.
Within
a comparatively short space of time,
and under the Providence of God,
has been begun a work that in other
places it has taken many years to accomplish. Such an achievement merits attention anc. we have sought to
direct attention to it in these pages.
It is a glorious work and the Catholic
congregation of Clinton, while they
take a pride in reviewing the past, may
well look forward to the future with
an amount of confidence measured
only by time and the zeal and wisdom
of its members.

Regulations of St John's Church..
The hours for Sunday Masses:
7.00,8.30 and at 10.30 high Mass and
sermon. In Lancaster 10.30 and at
the women's reformatory 8. Vespers
and Benediction at 3. Week-day
Masses in the main chapel, G.45 and
7 ; in the convent, 7.
Hours for Baptism : On Sunday at
Rev. R. J. Patterson,
3 and 7 r. K. and on week-days at the
Pastor St, lohn's Church, Clinton, Mass.
liour arranged for.
Marriages at 9
in morning or at whatever hour arranged for.
St, Flavia Domitilla, Y. M,
icated July 2, 188G, by Rt. Rev. P.
Confessions are heard every mornIt is worthy of note and special
T. O'Reilly, assisted by Very Rev.
ng before the Masses, on the first
J.J.Power, Y. G., of Worcester, mention that in the basement of the Thursday of each month, beginning
high-priest; Rev. P. J. Garrigan of old St. John's Church there is venerat 3 p. m., every Friday and Saturday
Fitchburg and Rev. T. J. Conaty of ated the body of one of the early from 3 to 6 and 7 to 9.30.
Worcester, deacons of honor ; Rev. J. martyrs: Saint Flavia Domitilla,
Sunday-school at 3.
Maher of Stockbridge, deacon of the Virgin and Martyr, of Rome, whose
The Young Ladies' Sodality meetMass; Rev. M. J. Coyne of Adams, feast is celebrated on the 12th of ing every Tuesday evening. At 7.30
subdeacon; Monsignor Griffin and May.
recitation of the office of the Blessed
She was baptized by Saint Peter Virgin Mary, and
Rev. Father Galvin, masters of cereinstruction. Officmonies. The sermon was preached and received the virginal veil from ers of Young Ladies' Sodality of
by Rev. C. H. McKenna, O. P., of Saint Clement.
She was niece to the consul and
New Haven, Conn.
martyr, Saint Flavius Clement, being
the daughter of his sister, as Eusebius
The School.
testifies inßook 3, Chapter 18. ConseThe old parish church is now used quently she was little niece of the Emas a parochial school. It is situated peror Domitian, who having put to
on Pleasant street. There are ten deathher illustriousuncle, banished her
for her faith into Paulia. There she
classrooms and a large and well fitlived with her holy enuchs, Nereus
ted hall.
ii iiii'iniiij
111 \?mi
11111111111
\u25a0 Ton irrrm ii \ d
The school is in charge of the Sisand Achilleus, in exercises of devoters of the Presentation Order, who tion, they all dwelling in separate cells,
came to Clinton in August, 1888, which remained standing 300 years
Parochial School,
opening the school the following after. Saint Jerome tells us that Saint
St. John's Parish, Clinton, Mass,
September. There are twelve teachPaula, going from Rome to Jerusalem
ers, having under their charge more took this island in her way, visited Blessed
Virgin Mary: Prefect,
than 300 children.
them with respect and devotion, and Bridget
Kearns ; first assistant, Jen*
We had occasion, recently, in our by them was animated with fervor. nic Burke; second,
Nellie Grady;
Fitchburg memorialnumber, to give an The acts of Saints Nereus and Achil- directors: Katie Moran,
Amanda
historical sketch of this distinguished leus say that she returned to Terra- Lyons, Nellie Boyle, Annie
O'Toole,
religious Order, and to call attention cinaand was there burntunder Trajan, Mary
Kittredge and AnnieKittredge.
to the exceptional ability of its membecause she refused to sacrifice to AltarBoys'
Society meets every Fribers as teachers.
idols. She was martyred at the age
day at 7 v.M. St. John'sTemperance
An addition was built to the old of 18. Her relics were kept, together
Society meets in their hall, 31 Mechchurch in 1886 and 1887, which with those of Saint Nereus and Achil- anic street, every Sunday
evening at
leus, in their church at Rome until the 6.
serves as a convent.
Robert Mcßell; first
President,
The basement of the old church is year 1878. In that year Rev. Father vice-president,
M. E. Gannon; secstill occupied for religious services, the Patterson, visiting Rome, procured ond vice-president, M. E. Kittredge;
weekly morning Masses being said from the Cardinals and from the recording secretary, Thomas Burns
;
there. It is the meeting-place of the authorities of her own church in financial secretary, John Gannon;
sodalities, and confessions are heard Rome the relics of the martyr,
Saint Flavia Domitilla, and brought (Continued on page VI., of back cover.)
there also.
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The Star Grocery House
QUALITY

BEST

GOODS

At Rock Bottom Prices.

Shirt Work
IS THUS

*X/%!>
'

#

<S

*#

A Word

/

To the People of Clinton.

You are cordially invited to visit our store and inspect our SPRING STYLE IN'
MILLINERY AND DRESS GOODS. We always have an excellent line ot choice good,
to select from. In our dressmaking and millinery departments we have every facility for
producing the very finest work, and we solicit your patronage Lowest possible prices in
each department. Also agent for all the principal steamship lines to Europe.

H. DIETZMAN,

63 MECHANIC STREET, CLINTON.

MILLINERY,
GOODS
AND

?

?

FashionaDle Dressmaking,
43;

High st.
Clinton.

BUY

YOUR

WATCHES,

Clocks,
Jewelry and Silverware
?

OF

Watch our Ad. each week for p ices, and we will do you good.
Telephone 38 ?2.

FYFE, FAY &, PLUMMER,
Clinton.

Where Did I Get This Elegant

Spring Overcoat?

Ladies,

No matter what your
FIELD
&
C.
bought
at
W.
that
I
figure may be you can imSON'S,where they have a very select prove it by wearing the
line ot Spring Overcoats tor 1895.

"IMPROVED
Spring Style Hat, KOBO CORSET."
Also this new

MISS K. £. CUMMINGS,
FANCY

The trade that has come to us during the past four months assures us that
our efforts to pleaseour customers have been appreciated.

Recommended and Sold by

D. A. WHITE,

an j they have the largest assortment
ot New Spring Shapes that I bver
saw in Clinton.
To prove to you that such would
hi your opinion only neeo's to have

For which we are the sole
agents.
It is cut by French
model, and is in particular

its equal at very much less

47 AND 49 HIGH STREET,

you call on them, and you will be money.
They come in White,
Makes the Most Bead and Is the courteously treated whether you wish
Cheapest for Family Use.
to buy or not, and see their assort- Black and Drab, and the
prices are as follows :
TRY IT AND SEE FOR YOURSELF. ment tor Spring.
Clinton.

?

EDWARD T. FOX,

DOCCETT'S.

37 High street,

Don't Fall Into the Grave

CLINTON, MASS.

W. H. WHITELAW,

Baker and Confectioner.
Wedding Cake a Specialty.
PURE ICE CREAM.

27 MECHANIC STREET,
Clinton.

Easter Millinery,

Error of supposing that we shall always con
tinue to sell goods at the present prices
You will find at W. S. DOGGETT'S a l?g
list of Bargains in DRY AND FANCY
GOODS, which cannot be beat.

W. S. DOG&ETT,
34 HIGH STREET, CLINTON.
Doggett's Block.

DON'T BLAME THE GIRL
If she don't like your pictures. She will like them if
you get them taken at the

JENNESS STUDIO,
60

Ilijjli

Street,

Clinton.

Come in and see the New and
CLINTON FISH MARKKT,
Choice Creations in this line, right
GEO. H. FLETCHER, PROPRIETOR.
from the New York markets Stylish AH kinds of Fresh, S noked and Pickled
Fish in their Season.
and elegant. We will give you a
OYSTERS
A SPECIALTY.
hearty welcome.

MRS. J. W. FORRESTKK,
COR. HIGH AND UNION STS.,
CLINTON.

138 Hlgk Street,
Clin on.

ClFii&Si,
7

HIGH STREET,
('lii.l.in.

Call and be convinced.

And "every pair warranted

for one year.
lours

S. R.

MERRICK,

INSURANCE AGENT and BROKER.
Fire, Life ani Accident I surance
In Standard C imparls.

respectfully,
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EditoralNotes.
Why Don't People Go to Church?
It would be amusing were it not so serious and
painful \u25a0 BUbjed tO witness the discussions of our
Protestant friends of every class, of what is
evidently a burning question with them, viz, Vi hy
do not the people go to church, now? Our esteemed
contemporary, the Congregationalist, in noticing
Mr. Edward Bok's article on the subject in the
Cosmopolitan for January, says:
Many speakers and writers have of latedemonstrated
peoto their Own satisfaction that the church which the
shout, that the
ple need does not exist. Tliey have
churches do not represent Christ or his teachings, and
that ministers as a class are culpably Ignorant of human
nature ?unite untitted for their work. It is demonthat workstrated that rich people do not go to church, intellectual
the
to
it.and
that
ing men are Indifferent
men,
classes find nothing in it to satisfy them. Young
churches."
backs
on
the
also, have generally turned their
Ministers, too." it is said, " are out of touch
Church people are
with the life of our time."
?

?

themselves, from which feeling so many earnest copal Church to be setting up anti popes, to be making
the Church
copying it in doctrine,
minds shrink, naturally enough if one remembers service andof Home its modelItand
has no use for such an
the existing prejudice and misrepresentations.
A very happy feature of this new and sensible
venture is that the class is to be under one who,
being a convert himself, appreciates the intellectual and accidental difficulties encountered by the
searcher after the " peace of believing." Negation litis wrought its wasting purposes so long
that millions of those separated (merely by the
chance of birth and education) from the Church
are hungering for positive truth. That they will
listen when the Church speaks to Ihem, the multitudes in the Paulist Church go far to prove.

Parkhursts."
Every now and then attention is drawn to some
new specimen of the very new genus of preacherpolitician and all-around professional reformer.
Enterprising newspapers are as eager to discover
them as enterprising, half-educated aspirants to
notoriety are anxious to be discovered. Accordingly tiny Monday morning the world must be
prepared to learn that a new Jeremiah has ap"
unpracinconsistent,
intolerant,
exclusive,
sellish,
peared, scourge in hand,? and that at the Rev.
their
own
church
up
tical. They seek to build
Mr. Blatant's church one may look for a series of
both
and not the kingdom of God. Therefore
Sunday evening talks, hot and spicy and calcuministers and churches keep the well-disposed lated to create no end of a row. A flaring notice of
multitude without from the salvation and the Sav- the prophet, a woodcut of his prophetic white tic
iour which they earnestly desire."
local Parkhurst " is a
and mustache, and our
Our esteemed contemporary acknowledges, made man. Now all decent Christian men will
frankly, that there is a degree of truth in these rejoice in any purification of the social, civic and
assertions, and says that various schemes have municipal life of a community, but have we not
been BUggested for the cure of the evil. Some go gone far enough in the matter of taking seriously
so far as to say they need a new kind of churches, these professional meddlers who (thanks to a
have
as for instance the " labor" churches which
sensational press) are the plague of all towns?
seems,
it
which,
in
but
England,
been established
the Real Liberals.
have not fulfilled the expectations of their pro- Catholics
New
York Times, though favorable to exthis is but an indiThe
jectors. To us. of course, all
clusively
unsectarian
old" schools and deprecating
"
cation of the decay of Protestantism. Tbe
between
Catholics and Protestants on
failed, they must the contest
style Protestant churches have
makes,
however, the following
indeed,
question,
need a dif- the school
do.
have a new style. They
:
and we will take the liberty frank confession
ferent style of church
"TO do them justice, however, it is not the Catholics
the
essential features of the
them
to
indicating
of
have been most iii fault. Things went on pretty
who
church which they need.
smoothly until the Protestants obtained a working maauthority
to teach
Pint it niust be a church with
jorlty in the Manitoba Legislature, an event which they
so that the peoinerrably,
doctrine
tlie Christian
signalized by enacting that the catholics should not

" Local

??

?'

?

ple may know without doubt or misgiving what
to believe. They are now losing all faith in
Christianity. Second, it must be a church in which
Lord dwells and conthe Heal Presence of our
irresistible attraction for
all-powerful,
an
tinues
the people. The cold, bare walls,
the masses of
_ith nothing but a human preacher for attraction,
never answer. Where such a church can be

will

found

we need not indicate.

Invitations Heededof Again.
their long mission

the Paulist
tlie end
week's
suppleto
hold
a
Fathers wisely decided
for
non-Catholics.
exclusively
v mission
church, the largest in New York, was
<neat
Their
ami the sight of the vast
tilled night after night,
not
members of the fold, lispersons,
of

.

have any share of the school fund for thtir parochial
schools, but that, the schools supported by taxation
should be converted into what theCatholics of Manitoba
rightly or wrongly regard as a Protestant propaganda.
By the decision of the Privy Council, giving the Parliament, of the Dominion tbe rij;ht to interfere for the
relief of the oppressed Catholics, the question becomes
one of general Canadian politics."

This confirms what we have always contended
for, that Catholics are really more liberal than
Protestants. The Legislature of Catholic (Quebec
has always been more liberal than that of Protestant Ontario. We are not surprised to leain
that the Protestant majority of Manitoba propose
to take their own time in complying with the
decisionof the Queen's Bench. It is just like them.

An Episcopalian Pope?
discourses, was a
tening eagerly to the remarkable
Is not our esteemed contemporary, the
one. The
profoundly moving and significant impassioned
Independent, rather hard on its brethren, the
devotions, the singing, the clear,
Episcopalians, in reference to the pronot soon to be Protestant
posed establishment of an archbishop with a splentalks all formed an impression
did cathedral tit Washington, D. C. ? It uses very
effaced.
No less than
And immediate results followed.
strong language and condemns the whole plan
to be prepared
thirty souls signified their desire
and its unconfessed reason." It declares it is
Church. A perma- against "the very spirit of Christianity.
f()1 reception into the Catholic
the establishing of a
n(nt ???,?,?., also, has been
" Nor is it of any use." it says, " for the Protestant
week,
for the study of Episcopal
each
once
to
meet
Church?Protestant still and Protestant to re-laaa
.It
To these instructions all non-Catholics main? to try to ape the Roman Catholic Church.
that seuse of having committed will not be at all for the dignity of the Protestant Kpisthrong

?

'tilth.
'. '~0 without
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organization.
anti-pope, for it has no authority to give him. His dignity will be a hollow one, purely nominal, without the
power of enforcing anything a dignity of title and
\ est incuts? - nothing more."
?

Now, for our part, we do not object at all to our
left-handed brethren carrying out their ornamental
imitation of the Catholic Church. Of course it is
complimentary to the Church, and then, the
closer the imitation the better will the intelligent
members be prepared to appreciate the reality of
what is so beautiful in form when they come to
see and feel how hollow and unsatisfactory their
imitation is.
Science and Religion.
There can be little doubt that a revulsion is
going on in the scientific world in favor of
The doctrine of evolution, which
religion.
was at first so popular and so generally associated with Agnosticism, is undergoing a
gradual but inevitable change.
Leading
scientists now acknowledge that man is something more than a developed ape or chimpanzee.
Spite of the recently announced discovery of the
remains of a veritable missing link we choose to
be sceptical and we unhesitatingly express the
opinion that the missing link never has been and
never will be discovered. Intelligent thinkers
and investigators are becoming more and more convinced of the inadequacy of mere material science
the longings and aspirato satisfy the wants
tions of the human soul.
However fascinating to a certain class of minds
the investigations and speculations of science, they
utterly fail to give satisfaction when the great
question of the origin and destiny of the human
race is seriously entertained. Man must and will
have a religion. The principle of reverence, of
worship and an instinctive apprehension and belief in the supernatural are deep-seated in our
nature and the dry husks of material science can
never satisfy them. Science is good iv its place,
but it c:in not be made a substitute for religion?

Mission

to

Non-Catholics.

It is said that the recent remarkable mission to
non-Catholics given by the Paulist Fathers, in
their own magnificent church, was attended by a
number of Protestant ministers. Among them it
is pleasing to know that the Rev. .lames M.
King, Methodist preacher and active member, secretary and agitator of the notorious Anti-Catholic
society?the National League for the Protection of
American Institutions?was several times present.
What his motive was we have, of course, no means
of knowing, but the worst wish we could possibly
cherish against him would be that while, perchance, he came to scoff he might have been constrained to remain to pray. That he attended
several times would seem to indicate that he was
interested and we can not doubt that he learned
there some things both of the teaching and spirit
of the Catholic Church that were a
surprise to
him. Would to God his heart might be changed
from bitter hatred to a fervent love of Holy Church
whom he has so long and so unjustly vilified.
?\u25a0

-

Thk Congregatiotialist regrets that there is a
prospect of the repeal of the unjust, tyrannous,
and iniquitous law banishing the Jesuits from
Germany. And yet it talks eloquently of the
sacred cause of civil and religious liberty?for

Protestants.

" But consistency still wuz apart of his plan
He's ben true to one party, an' thet is himself."
?
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employers and the parents, where boys, when And in thy poverty and in thy labor,
placed in situationswhere the opportunity of being Look upwards to the Boy of Nazareth;
Onwards and upwards till thy work is finished,
it is mean, dis- dishonest was offered, yielded to temptation, and And thou shalt win the wages of thy faith.
To tell a lie is not only sinful
graceful and degrading. A habitual liar is a real lost their situation and their character.
111.
We can not do better than close our remarks
Some men and
nuisance in any community.
" Oh, when thy heart is desolate and lonely,
some women, too
seem to be natural liars. It with a characteristic quotation from Cardinal With none to sympathize and none to love,
impossible
for them to tell the truth. Newman's Apologia, He says :
Oh! lean thyself upon the One Beloved,
appears to be
at
the
the
in
Whose eyes are bent upon thee from above,
religion
England
course
and
As
to
Catholic
Instead of taking a straightforward
"
Strong in the love that runneth and rejoiceth,
add
in
this
America,
[we
too],
it
is
in
the
day
may
present
always representing the case just as
that the truest expedience The love that looks beyond earth's shadows dim.
they are sure only will I observe,
simplest and most direct manner
The pure free love that tendeth ever upwards,
to draw upon their imagination, and go in a is to answer right out, whenyou are asked ; that the Upwards and onwards, till thou come to Him.
roundabout, circuitous way in telling their story. wisest economy is to have no management; that
IV.
THE IMPORTANCE OF TRUTHFULNESS.
?

?

?

?

?

?

?

They exaggerate, prevaricate and embellish with
false colors. They seem to be all-unconscious of
anything wrong. They act on the impulse of the
moment. They desire to please and astonish their
auditor. A constantly indulged habit increases
the propensity till it really becomes a second
nature. These persons acquire a reputation
without being aware of it, of course,
which, if
they could be made to realize it, would till them
with astonishment and dismay.
"Who told you that extraordinary story?"
asks one friend of another.
" Why, it was Airs. Blank, " replies the other.
"Oh, Mrs. Wank, was it? Well, we know
how much importance to attach to her representations. She can't tell the truth if she tries.
You never know what to believe when the story
comes from her. She uses the brush altogether too
?

?

the best prudence is not to be a coward; that the
" for even now the golden liirht is streaming
most damaging folly is to be found out .shuffling; Athwart the portals in the jaspar wall,
and that the first of virtues is to tell the truth And on thine ear, if only thou wilt listen.
The burden of the unknown son;; will fall.
and shame the devil."
??»\u25a0
Then comfort thee, my soul, because thy Saviour
lias wandered, too, a stranger with his own,
THE SPIRIT OF PRAYER.
And all thy solitude and desolation
The libers of his human Heart have known.
Many a time we would gladly cry to our Blessed O ! lift my heart, my Lord, to thee in heaven,
Lord in hours of peace and sunshine, as did the And lead me safely onwards by the baud,
disciples of today's gospel on Mount Thabor: Onwards and upwards over shoals and rapids,
"Lord, it is good for us to be here If thou Upwards and onwards to my native land."

'

!

wilt, let us make here three tabernacles, one for
thee." It is so easy to think our Lord is with us,
and to rest peacefully upon him, while all is peace
around us, and peace Hoods our hearts.
(Live we ever sufficientlyrecollected that he is with
us in trouble and darkness, and that he can make
failure gain, and loss success? Yes, he is as

truly with us in the darkness as in the transfigurafreely."
and in either case we can truthfully say,
Well, how is it with the rest of us? Not as bad tion,
to be here."
as that, we hope, still we may, perhaps, say, " Lord, it is good for us
Saint Francis of Sales once asked the searching
"Let him (or her) that is without sin cast the
first stone." We all know and feel that untruth- question : "At the birth of Jesus, while the
fulness is altogether too common. The difficulty shepherds enjoyed celestial music and a glorious
the heinous- heavenly vision, Mary and Joseph in the stable
is we do not realize the sinfulness
tears of the Divine Infant through
ness of the habit of lying. Some people in- beheld only the
the
of
the night. Yet who would preobscurity
dulge freely in what they call "white" lies,
fer
the
of the former to that of the latcondition
when, in fact, they are very black.
not prefer to be with Jesus,
ter?
Or
who
would
The sacred Scriptures are most emphatic in conin the darkness of obJoseph,
though
and
Mary,
demnation of this great sin. We shall quote here
enraptured
than
to
with the shepherds,
scurity,
be
some of its most striking passages against this
angelic?"
their
were
though
joys
too common vice.
Lying lips arc an abomination
And an unknown poet has sung in stirring
to the Lord; but they that deal faithfully please
:
verse
him." " A deceitful witness that uttereth lies
the Lord detesteth." " A thief is better than a " Keep holy watch, with silence, prayer and fasting,
Ere morning break, and all the bugles play;
man that is always lying: but both of them shall
?

?

"

?

inherit destruction."
The just shall hate a
lying word: but the wicked confoundeth
and shall be confounded." " A lying witThe mouth that belieth
ness shall perish."
killcth the soul."
Thou wilt destroy all
that speak a lie."
A lie is a foul blot on a
man and yet it will be continually in the mouth of
Putting away lying
men without discipline."
speak ye the truth; every man to his neighbor :
for we are members one of another." "Be
not willing to make any manner of lie."
"You shall not lie, neither shall any man deceive
his neighbor."
This vice of lying is so common even
among Christian men, in other respects, of
exemplary life, that we fear our words may fail to
carry conviction. We therefore rest the whole
case on the words and teaching of God himself
and beseech our readers to give to these words,
to this teaching, befitting attention.
The only adequate remedy for the evil is early
instruction. The heinousness of the sin of lying
and the necessity of telling the truth on all occasions must be impressed upon the consciences and
ground into the very texture of the youthful constitution. It must be line upon line and precept
upon precept. Lying and dishonesty?Stealing
go together, and both should be attacked at the
same time and with the same weapons. The
children must be taught to tell the truth and
shame the devil." They must be held to a strict
account. And boys should be made to realize the
great importance of integrity and truthfulness in
order to succeed in life. We have known more
than one case, and sad indeed they were both to

"

"
"
"

"

?

"

Unto the One, awake from everlasting,
Dear are the winners; thou art more than they.
Forth from this peace on manhood's way thou goest,
Flushed with desire, and glorious in mail;
Blessings supreme on men unborn thou sowest,
0 knight elect! O soul, ordained to fail/"

Vet if we can but gain what this month's intention asks, the spirit of prayer, we are on the
way to a spiritual Thabor where it is indeed good,
and fair, and pleasant to be, and we are building
in our souls true tabernacles, and one, dear Lord,
for thee ! This seeking for a real spirit of prayer
has its trials; but then, how sweet the reward !
No other delights equal it. There is a very simple
little means to help us gain it, which, possibly, very
few of us have tried ; it is the learning by heart,
as we call it, lines of religious poetry, the rhymes
of which sing smoothly through our brains with a
soothing effect, such as is produced by the
slipping of our rosary beads between our lingers,
while the words of the rosary as of the poem lift
and unite our hearts to (iod. Let us take tin instance for hours of discouragement.

L
"Throughout the ceaseless round of daily duties,
Whose very sameness wearies thee the more,
Remember that to pause is to go backwards.
Take courage then, and bend thee to the oar.
So. walking in the world, and yet not of it,
Hold ceaseless converse with thy Lord above,
And buoy thy meanest and most earthly actions
Forever upwards with an act of love.
11.
sorrow,
abiding
And
even
in
treating
thy
"
And grieving more for Christ thai) lor thy soul,
Forget once more the things that are behind thee,
And press with vigor on towards thy goal.

Those who have been accustomed through life
to this simple little spiritual exercise know how
strongly it avails against gloom and depression,
and what cheer and hope it gives the soul, and
how readily it can be made to work for the comfort and advantage of other souls by reciting the
words aloud in their hearing. It is one way of
Let the word of
fulfilling the apostle's advice :
Christ dwell in you abundantly, in all wisdom;
teaching and admonishing one another in psalms,
hymns, and spiritual canticles, singing in grace in
your hearts to ( rod."
Another simple plan is to learn a few, concise,
earnest words of prose, as: "The longest day
has its evening, the hardest work its ending, the
sharpest pain its contented and everlasting rest."
"In Christ's greatest weakness his greatest
strength lay hid." "Patience bears the lilies of
the saints." "O my child! God is very great,
unspeakably great, dreadfully great ! We must
never question his ways. We are certain that all
He does is love, and He is Love." And, above
all, texts of Holy Scripture are full of sweetness.
Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto
you." "The Lord is good, his mercy endureth
forever." "Lord, it is good for us to be here."
These things lead to ejaculatory prayer, the
prayer suited to any time or place, the prayer
that fills the heart when the lips move not,
and the hands tire toiling hard. "My .Icstis,
mercy! My God and my All! How fair thou
art, O Love, very essence of God ! Sweet .lesus,
help me ! Hail, Mary, full of grace ! (irant rest,
dear Lord ! "
Gradually, simply, sweetly, the ways of prayer
are learned, its heights tire won. Saint Francis
of Sales was asked one day if he had made hi 3
meditation; to which he replied, no, but that he
was doing the same thing. " That is," says the
other saint who relates the incident, he always
kept his heart united with God; he used to say
that our prayer in this life must be one of work
and action, lim his life was truly « continual
prayer. And I think that in his later years he
had attained such purity that he desired, he loved,
lie beheld only (iod in everything; it was evident
that he was absorbed in Him, and that nothing in
this world, as he said, could afford him happiness
but God. He could truly say, with Saint Paul:
' I live, now not I ; but Christ liveth in me.' How
often he repeated with rapture these words of
David: ' () Lord, what have I in heaven? and besides thee what do I desire upon earth? Thou
art the (iod of my heart, and the (iod that is my
portion forever.' God filled the centre of his soul,"
0 God, oar (iod! grant us to taste and know
and possess the spirit of prayer, for here it is indeed good for us to be. Let us make here, within
our very souls, a tabernacle for thee, dear Lord,

"

"

"

for thee!
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THE CATHOLIC INTELLECTUAL

MOVEMENT.

In his recent letter to the American hierarchy,
the Holy Father, Leo Xlll.,?with that perspicuity and simplicity and that genius for pointing
out the needs of the hour which distinguish his
writings says:"It is obvious that in the
existing keen competition of talents, and the widespread and, in itself, noble and praiseworthy
passion for knowledge, Catholics ought to be not
followers but leaders. It is necessary, therefore,
that they should cultivate every refinement of
learning, and zealously train their minds to the
discovery of truth and the investigation, so far as
it is possible, of the entire domain of nature. This,
to every age, has been the desire of the Church.
Upon the enlargement of the boundaries of the
sciences has she been wont to bestow all possible
labor and energy."
These sentences are used in direct connection
with a reference to the establishment of the Catholic University at Washington, five years ago.
They not only contain a wise and timely counsel
to Catholics concerning one important branch of
their duties, but also serve to call our attention to
the very remarkable strides made by Catholics in
the United States, within recent years, along the
broad and ascending path of intellectual and
?

literary activity.
A while ago it was the fashion among non-Catholics\u25a0 a fashion which is happily and of necessity becoming obsolete to speak of the Church
in this country as having little or nothing to do
with the progress of the human- mind in its various studies and investigations of the world around
us, outside of purely spiritual interests and the
life of the soul. The impression conveyed by this
habit of speech was, of course, very superficial.
The people who uttered it never took the trouble
to find out what was going on in Catholic American society, or to examine the work it was doing.
All the while the work was performed just the
same, quietly and industriously. Free schools
were erected and paid for; colleges were established ; the best and soundest education proceeded
energetically Catholicperiodicals, weekly, monthly
or quarterly, were started and achieved prosperity.
"We have, now, besides the superbly planned
and rapidly growing University at Washington,
some five hundred Catholic institutionsof learning
in the land, and probably somewhat more than
one hundred and twenty-five llouiishing Catholic
periodicals. In addition to the learned EcclesiasticalReview we have the Catholic Quarterly Jievieic,
which, for breadth and variety of topics and depth
of thought or discussion, surpasses all our nonCatholic quarterly or monthly reviews. Then, too,
there is the Globe Review, edited, conducted and
written by Catholic laymen, which, without endowment or factitious aids, has won its way to
popular success. It would be impossible in a few
paragraphs to enumerate and give due credit to
all the meritorious Catholic publications which at
once rise before our minds, and are well known
and affectionately appreciated by their many
thousands of readers. In naming these few we
wish to draw notice to the wealth of interest, instruction and charm offered by the great and
strong array of Catholic periodicals in this country.
We do not hesitate to say of our distinctively religious and pietistic magazines, also, that in
clearness of thought, richness of contents and
literary merit they are head and shoulders above
the average of non-Catholic religious weeklies and
monthlies.
Recently the steady, continuous, intellectual
work of Catholic Americans, while seemingly slow
in the view of the outside observer, has manifested
itself in surprisingly strong results. The "slowness " attributed to Catholics has turned out to be
the best kind of swiftness. It is, perhaps, the
old fable of the tortoise and the hare, demon?

?

;

strated in actuality. "Without haste, without
pause," said (ioethe, who, though himself far away
from the true religious spirit, formulated in those
words a maxim that is applicable to all enduring
progress. The Catholics of the United States have
pursued their course of intellectual development
without pausing, and yet without hurry. The
effect of their labors is now strikingly apparent.
Catholic reading circles, beginning almost unnoticed, have spread all through the republic, and
have brought into their membership a large,
thoughtful and influential constituency. The
Champ'ain Catholic Summer School of America,
also, within three years, has come into existence,
and has attained to stalwart proportions. A
Western Catholic Summer School has been
formed ; and it seems likely that other organizations of the same kind will grow up in various
parts of the country. One of the latest and best
evidences of mental vigor in the Christian faith,
here, is the University Bulletin, published by the
Catholic University at Washington ; a literary document of great merit, which does credit to its
producers and to the cause of the Church. Prelates and priests from America, like Bishop
Keaue and Father Zahm, go abroad to Catholic
scientific and other assemblies in Europe and shed
upon them the rays of a brilliancy which they
were hardly prepared to receive, even from this
bright New World.
Altogether, the part now taken by Catholic
Americans in the intellectual movement of the
times, ?scientific, literary, artistic and educational
?is very forcible, inspiring and convincing. In
the face of all kinds of obstacles, and although
they were for a long time unjustly regarded by
many of their fellow-citizens as a sort of aliens,
they have patiently yet proudly kept step with the
march of events, and have advanced to the head of
the column. They are in touch with everything
good ami important that is going on in the intellectual way.
It is in the nature of Catholic thought that it
should be abiding as well as progressive. We
think it is a fact well worth noting that our people
in this country have, for years past, acted upon
the principle which the Holy Father now enunciates ; and that, in the noble passion for knowledge, they have not been mere followers, but have
more and more grown to be leaders. In the intellectual movement they have not only taken an increasingly important place of late, but they have
come to stay. This is as it should be.
The
Church, including of course the great body of layfolk, has always been in the vanguard of genuine
progress, and has been unfaltering in occupying
the picket lines and outposts of advanced human
thought. As it has been elsewhere, so is it now
in America; and to note and remember this latest
manifestation of the fact is a wholesome thing for
us to do.

WHAT IS MEANT BY A "CHURCH"?

the holy sacrifice of the Mass, in the sacrament of
Penance, in the authority of the Church to teach
without danger of error the revelation of
Christ and to govern in the name and by the
authority of Christ the Christian people. We fear
not. The following quotation shows that its
ideas of a Church are somewhat confused:
We do not mean to say by any means that the
Church of the first three centuries was faultless."
This thought and style of speech lies at the bottom
of all errors concerning the Church. It consists
in identifying and confounding the Church with
its members or teachers, and in saying that because of the wickedness of individual members or
teachers that the Church itself is bad. The
Church is from God, therefore divine, she is for
men, thereforehuman. In her the divineandhuman
elements form a perfect Church, just as the divinity and humanity in Jesus Christ formed God incarnate. According to St. Paul it is the Church
of the living God" and"the pillar and ground
of truth." Christ himself promises that he would
be with his Church all days even unto the end
of the world"; that he would send the Spirit of
Truth, who would abide with her forever," and
teach her all truth," that lying, falsehood, error,
sin of any kind "shall never prevail against the
Church." These constitute the divine elements
of the Church. It has also its human side. The
apostle describes it: "Now I beseech you,
brethren, to mark them who cause dissensions and
offences contrary to the doctrine which you have
For there shall be a
learned, and avoid them."
when
will
endure
they
time
not
sound doctrine,
but according to their own desires they will heap
to themselves teachers, having itching ears."
Having their understanding darkened, being
alienated from the life of God through the ignorance that is in them because of the blindness of
their hearts." "These are they who separate
tin mselves, sensual men having not the spirit."
There shall be among you lying teachers who
shall bring in sects of perdition " ; Allurinc unstable souls having their hearts exercised with covetousness, children of malediction, leaving the
right way, they have gone astray." This is a
partial picture of the human side of the Church.
Are we to attribute these signs of human weakness, these defects arising from the perverse will
of man to the Church ? or to any imperfection in
the founder or constitution of the Church ? The
Church is divine not only in its Founder and constitution, but also in its means and ability
to preserve intact and free from error the
deposit of divine revelation; in its power to
teach this revelation in its genuine sense; in
its authority to dispense and apply to each
individual soul, through the divinely appointed
channels or sacraments, the grace of redemption.
The Church in this sense is divine, having Christ
for its founder, the Holy Ghost for its animating,
guiding, and teaching spirit. To speak of it as
the Advertiser does, as being liable to error or
imperfection betrays a lamentable ignorance of
the nature, prerogatives, and otlice of the Church
of Christ. When the Advertiser speaks of the
company of twelve apostles of whom one was a
thief and a traitor,'' does it wish us to infer, as we
must according to its logic, that the presence of
this thief and traitor," throws a shadow on the
Church established and governed by Jesus Christ
himself? Does it lesson its holiness or inherent
powers to sanctify men? locs it raise any doubt
in the mind as to the truth, inerrency, or infallibility of this Church of Jesus Christ? Now if the
wickednessof Judas could not injure the Church
of Jesus Christ or justify any one in saying that
it did not teach the truth or dispense the means
of sanctitication, neither does the wickedness of
Church members during the first three centuries or
during the nineteenth century militate against the
sanctity, the authority and infallibilityof this same
?
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Rev. Dr. Maxom (Baptist) is delivering a
course of Lowell Institute Lectures in Boston on
the Church in the first three centuries." The Boston Advertiser speaks highly of the lecturer and
his lectures.
During the first three centuries,"
the Advertiser assures us,
the religion of
Jesus gained its purest as well as its earliest
triumphs. Then the Church was one and undivided." It draws a contrast between this happy
condition and the "multitude of clashing and
competing sects, all claiming the name of Christ "
of our day. Yet the Advertiser must know that
there were many sects even in those days, and
that the Church dealt with them just as the
Church deals with the sects of our time. We
wonder whether the Advertiser knows that the
Church of the first three centuries, which it so
justly admires, believed in the Real Presence, in Church.

"
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A
CATHOLIC THOUGHT AND EVENTS IN FOREIGN

LANDS.
CORRESPONDENT.J
Paris, Feb. 22, 1895.
Herr Kannengieser, a contributor to La Correspondance Catholique, places before his readers an
admirably clear and succinct account of the Catholic position in the German Empire, in which he
pays a well deserved tribute to the practical wisdom and fidelity with which German Catholics
have conducted their affairs. We give the following summary of his article :
Ever since the glorious contests of the Kulturkampf, German Catholics have played a conspicuous part in the Church, and more than once has
Leo XIII. deemed it fitting to hold them up as
models worthy of imitation. Attacked on every
side by formidable adversaries, forced to encounter atheistic science, masonic liberalism, and hostile Governments at one and the same time, they
have, in spite of their numerical inferiority,
achieved the extraordinaiymiracle of repulsiug all
attacks, fortifying their own position, and making
uninterrupted progress in every department of
public life.
The Empire of Germany is a very complicated
organization, and French journalists are apt to
make the mistake of confounding the various departments, the Prussian Chambers of the Imperial
Parliament, the Reichstag, the private legislation
of the different States, the Prussian bishops and
the German bishops, the Prussian Centre and the
Reichstag Centre, etc. It is only fair to admit
that this mistake is a natural one, since each State,
forming as it does an integral part of the Empire,
the same individual, as in the case of Windhorst
and many others, may be a member of the Landtag and also a deputy to the Reichstag.
The General Assembly of German Catholics,
however, belongs to the whole nation. It is well
known that this stupendous Congress which is
held annually in one or another of the principle
cities of the Empire is the most glorious manifestation of Catholic life in Germany.
Windhorst once called them "our great autumnal
parades," and this picturesque uame has clung to
them. They are indeed parades, when the Catholic army is reviewed by its veteran leaders, anil
plans for new campaigns are considered and matured. Every important project which the Centre
has, for the past twenty years, brought to a successful issue, originated in these Congresses.
At the end of August in 181)4 the Congress was
held at Cologne. The liberalpress itself admits that
this assembly was one of the most imposing ever
gathered together within the walls of the Rhenish
city. The most tangible and fortunate result of this
Congress was a more perfect cohesian and mutual
understanding between the leaders of the Centre,
among whom, since the death of Windhorst, dissensions had arisen which gave the Liberals reason to hope that the Centre was crumbling to decay. But the spirit of discipline is so powerful
among German Catholics that it finally triumphed
over all personal rancor and friction, and while the
enemies of the Church were uttering their cries of
joy and planning the distributionof the spoils, the
and left wings were quietly effecting a junction, and at the Congress of Cologne every one
agreed that the formidable phalanx of Windhorst
must protect its lines, and the unity of the Centre
was unanimously proclaimed.
If the year I*o4 has witnessed the triumph of
unity in the Centre it has also seen the development of that crowning stroke of genius on the part
of the German Catholics, the Volksverein. Bebel,
Liebknecht and their fellows, in order to facilitate
their propaganda, have enrolled theirassociates so
as to keep them constantly under their own con[FROM

OUR OWN

?

REVIEW.

trol and drench their minds with the poison of
anti-social hatred.
To this league of hatred Windhorst determined
to oppose a league for social preservation called
the Volksverein. Founded only four years ago it
has already a membership of 180,000 ; it has held
1,200 reunions in which popular orators have argued against socialism, and has distributed more
than five millions of pamphlets wherein the doctrines of the socialists are victoriously refuted.
The socialist leaders are both furious and dismayed
And this is by no
at this marvelous activity.
means all that it has accomplished. It has organized a course in practical sociology which has succeeded beyond all expectation.
At the People's University in Fl'ibourg
there are 710 students, almost as many as
at Bamberg, and more than at Munich, Gladbach and Neisse. The courses of lectures embrace the subjects of labor legislation and syndicates, the mission of trades unions, socialism, the
handicraft question, the protection of retail
dealers, the agrarian question, Christian charity,
the clergy and the social question. Labor unions
are multiplying on every side and the Bauernvereine, ten of which are now in active operation,
have done excellent service among the poor
peasants in danger of ruin from Hebrew usury
and foreign rivalry, its inevitable accompaniment.
The Reichstag Centre litis not yet succeeded in
obtaining the repeal of the laws against the
Jesuits, who were the first to be exiled at the beginning of the Kulturkampf and who are still excluded from their country, although the doors have
been opened to all the other religious orders. For
three years in succession the Reichstag has
adopted the motion of the Centre abolishing this
law, but this vote has not yet acquired the force of
a law because the Federal Council refuse to sanction it.
In estimating the merits of the German Catholics it is but fair to give the place of honor to the
Prussians. Almost all the great leaders in the
Kulturkampf were Prussian. The salvation of
Catholic Germany has come from the North
Prussian Catholics, who are good fighters ; they
are well used to the combat, having endured no
end of vexations and persecutions and been
forced to tear from their Protestant adversaries
the veriest shreds of liberty.
Notwithstanding the fact that they form onethird of the population, they figure as the most
absurdly insignificant cipher in the ranks of
Prussian officials. The Catholic press of Prussia,
hardly twenty-live years old, is already a distinct power. It sent one hundred deputies to the
Prussian Landtag. It is gaining ground day by
day. A few months ago the Rheiitische Vblkssiiin,ite, admirably edited by Herr Bauer, was
established at Cologne; it has 50,000 subscribers
and has become the accredited organ of the
peasants and artisans. The press has even
aroused the Catholics of Baden. Xo German
province litis suffered such indignities at the
hands of Liberalism as the Grand Duchy of
Baden. The people had grown apathetic, and it
really seemed as if Catholicism were dying out,
such was the overbearing attitude of the Liberal
Parly. Thanks, however, to the impulse given by
a distinguished bishop and the encouragingexample
of the Prussian Centre the Baden Catholics have
grown ashamed of their apathy.
In 1888 they had but 9 out of the 68 seats in
the Chamber of Carlsriihe. In the elections of
the following year they had gained 4 seats. Out
of the 14 seats in the Reichstag belonging to
Baden the National Liberals held '.).
The Baden Catholics, although they constitute
more than two-thirds of the entire population,
are controlled by a contemptible minority.
But since 18*0 the situation has undergone a
rapid change. In I*oo at the Reichstag elections
all the National Liberal candidates were ousted iv

the Grand Duchy of Baden, and the Catholics
won 9 out of the 14 seats. No less encouraging
were the elections in the Baden Landtag. In
1891 the Catholic deputies to the Chamber of
Carlsruhe numbered 21 and two years later the
Catholic Centre gained still further reinforcements
and the National Liberal majority was totally
defeated. To form an actual majority, however, the vote of the socialist, progressive and
conservative parties is required, and consequently
when the motion concerning ecclesiastical laws
came before the Chamber last June, although the
Catholics stipulated only for certain liberties
essential to the welfare of the Church, as for instance, freedom for religious orders, for missions
and the education of the priesthood, the anticlerical hatred was too strong for their sense of
justice and the Centre was defeated. It is needless
to remark that this is but a temporary check.
The Catholics, with a leader like Father Vacker, "The Lion of Zahringen," and the present
admirable organization of the press, feel that the
victory is but a question of time.
The Catholics of Wiirtemburg, although relatively few in numbers, are still more enterprising
than those of Baden. Nowhere is the Volksverein
so well organized as with them other religious
undertakings are equally prosperous and in 1894
they succeeded in forming a Catholic (cut re whose
programme, published by the Catholic journals
throughout Germany, embraces all the questions
that maybe debated in Parliament. Their leaders
are both intelligent and courageous, and they are
preparing for the electoral struggle with an energy
that is equal to their ability.
In Bavaria, where the Catholics form two-thirds
of the inhabitants, where the reigning house and
the greater part of the aristocracy is Catholic,
both clergy and people have shown a lack of
energy in defending their rights. But even here a

;

change is taking place and the Bavarians have determined that the next congress shall meet at
Munich. This will be an important event. A
local committee has been formed under the
Whenever the
leadership of Count Preysing.
question of holding the assembly in Munich has
been proposed it has always before encountered
much opposition, some alleging that the Court
would object, and others that the ministry would
oppose it, and no one had the courage to insist.
At the Congress of Coblenz Windhorst said,
Nevertheless we shall go to Munich one of these

"

days."
Everything leads one

to believe that this Congress will prove one of the most important ever
held, and for Bavaria it must surely bring about
very significant results.
Before closing we must not omit to say a few
words of Hesse-Darmstadt and Saxony. The
Hessian Catholics have neither great victories nor
great reverses to chronicle in 1894. Mayence, the
birthplace of all Catholic congresses and the
cradle of the Volksverein, is their chief centre of
activity, but unfortunately the majority of the inhabitants are Protestant and sectarian. All the
laws against the Catholics are still in full force.
In Saxony the Catholics are but a handful.
They live in peace under a Catholic sovereign,
Albert Frederic, who has no direct heir. His
brother George, a man already 0.", years of age,
is uol very likely to inherit, hence the crown will
probably pass to one of his children. His third
son Max has lately become a priest.
From this rapid review it will be seen that during the year 1 .SO I the German Catholics have
proved themselves equal to the occasion. Nearly
everywhere, progress and religious victories have
been the order of the day. Undoubtedly much
still remains to be done; the vestiges of the Kulturkampf are still in existence both in Prussia ami
elsewhere, but this will not last forever. At least
the Catholics of Germany will do all in their
(Continued on page 11.j
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so many sincere Protestants are yearning can not
be found outside of the pale of the Catholic
Church. It is idle to look for it elsewhere, and
folly to expect to find it where, as in Protestantism,
religious divisions are regarded as normal and
necessary conditions of individual faith.

IN A BAPTIST STRONGHOLD.

The Rev. William B. Hale, whose previous
papers dealing with the inefficiency of Protestantism in Middleboro and its short-comings at Fall
River attracted so much attention, contributes to
the current issue of the Forum an article entitled
" A Religious History of a Baptist Town." The
town in question is Westerly, R. 1., wherein, Mr.
Hile informs us. there are six Baptist churches,
two Roman Catholic ones, an Episcopalian, a Congregational and a Methodist church, besides congregations of the Plymouth Brethren and the
Advent ists with a theosophic society, in addition.
The six Baptist churches represent two denominations, between which they are equally divided.
One denomination observes Sunday as the Lord's
day, the other keeps the Sabbath. The latter
class of Baptists are protected by special statutes,
which allow them to work on Sunday;
but this sectarian subdivision does not conNo
duce to the well-being of the community.
Hale,
could more comdevice.'' declares Mr.
pletely disorganize society or disturb business.
The consciences of Sabbath-observers arc offended
on every Saturday by the behavior of their neighbors, while on Sunday Lords-day Christians
are awakened by the scream of factory whistles,
ao to church to the (modifying music of lawnmowers, pray and sing amid the shouts of boys
at play, aud listen for the benediction over the
rumble- of carts." The origin of these Sabbath
observers is traced back to dissenters who existed
long before the Reformation," even to the Ebionites and Nazarenes of the first century and they
tire said to be modern representatives of the first
Anabaptists, whom this article calls the most consistent and logical Lutherans, inasmuch as they
carried Protestantism to its full length by denouncing infant baptism, a practice that is pronounced
incompatible with pure Protestantism. Mr. Hale
sees in the condition of things tit Westerly, which
he pictures, the natural result of Protestant principles followed to their conclusion, and he
seems to be fully warranted in the deduction
which he draws therefrom, that disintegration is
the principle product and doom of Protestantism

"

"

"

:

itself.
portion of this paper is devoted to the
history of the discussions that divided the Baptists
on the issue which arrays them in two camps at
Westerly and renders all efforts for united Christian work practically useless. On this question of
Christian unity Mr. Hale, towards the end of
his paper, intimates that as long as our Protestant
brethren retain their present name, that desirable
result will remain beyond their reach. " There
is much in the form of statement," he truly remarks.
and there is much in manner. How long do we
propose to continue playing into the hands of the
Papal Church by yielding to it the most noble of
appellations and contenting ourselves with the
body bemost ignoble? When every Christian
it can
feature
gins to boast of every Catholic
that
common
away
Claim, and altogether put
fact, we
name which confesses Rome a greater
at last
when
shall be far along towards the -lay
is
of
which
our groping hands will meet." All
undoubtedly true but it will avail our Protestant
brethren very little to put away their present
"most ignoble" name and assume "the most
noble appellation" of Catholic unless their faith
and worship give them the right to assume that
name. Mr. Hale's declarations on this subject,
although he doubtless did not intend them to
prove such, are so many affirmations of the often
stated truth that that Christian unity for which
A i.Aia.E
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"THE ITALY OF THE RENAISSANCE."
subject
which appears in the Arena over the signature of
its editor, Mr. B. (). Flower, the reader will find
a number of statements regarding the Middle
Ages and the medieval Popes which are not apt to
impress him favorably regarding its author. It is
true that many of these statements are quotations
from other writers, like Emilio Castelar and, more
frequently, John AddingtonSymonds. They obtain
indorsation from Mr. Flower, however, and their
character and value may be estimatedfrom the fact
that the Middle Ages, which unprejudiced writers
frankly admit, now, were really periods of great
enlightenment and progress, arc spoken of, in oue
place, as the long night of superstition which
entombed reason, exiled science and slew the
prophets of progress." The Popes who are
maligned are Sixtus IV-., Innocent VIII., and
Alexander VI., who may not have been wholly
free from faults in their private lives, before their
elevation to the Papacy; but who in then* capacity
as successors of St. Peter merit none of the opprobrium this paper would cast upon them. The
reader of this article need hardly be warned
against the accuracy of its dogmatic declaration
that whenever the Church and State become
united, one of two things follows?either religion
is debased until it becomes a thing of reproach
or bigotry flames forth, and
and contempt,
cruel
persecutions."
History furnishes
we have
evidence
in
contradiction
of that
abundance of
statement. The evident aim of this paper is to
convey the wrong impression, that, instead of
promoting the Renaissance in the various ways it
did, the Church opposed that revival. That notion
has been so often refuted, however, that this presentation of it calls for no comment.
In the course of an article on the above

9

suffragists, contends that more numerous and more
cogent ones can be cited on the other side. Mrs.
Watson submits a number of such reasons, taken
from letters received by her from other Southern
women whom she questioned on the issue ; and,
for herself, she says that she is opposed to female
suffrage principally for the cause that it introduces, necessarily, dissensions into the home, and
causes woman to risk, for very doubtful results,
her most precious possessions. As far as the
South is concerned, she says the adoption of female suffrage down there would be fraught with
the worst possible results, for the women who
could use the ballot intelligently and fairly would
decline to vote, and the result would be that justice and right would suffer from the casting of the
unintelligent and prejudiced vote, a condition of
things which some northern communities have experienced to their sorrow.
ABELARD AND ELOISE.

Anatole France contributes to this month's issue
of the Cosmopolitan an illustrated article on the
above subject, in which he deals, first of all,
with the collection of Abelard's letters that is preserved in the library at Troves, in Fiance. This
collection, he says, is the copy of an older text,
the work of a scribe of the fourteenth century,
some 200 years after the death of Abelard and
Floise. The letters themselves, he declares, are
largely apocryphal, bearing marks, in many cases,
thai they were never written by the person to
whom they are attributed ; and hence they have
no historical value whatever and are merely literary curiosities. The story of Abelard is told at
length, and embellished to render it attractive to
the reader, who generally expects to be interested
when he peruses a magazine article. M. France
makes the most of his subject and, while he
praises Abelard's good qualities, remains mute regarding his faults. Hecalls St. Bernard cruel because of the manner in which he dealt with Abelard, but conveniently omits to state that the
Abbot of Clairvaux gave him every opportunity
to defend himself, did not condemn him and his
teachings until he was actually compelled to do so,
and, when Abelard entered upon his penance,
wrote him the most touching and affectionate letters, commending his conduct and urging him to
persevere in his good resolutions.
That was
hardly the conduct of a cruel superior, and in consequence of St. Bernard's exhortations, Abelard, as
M. France states, became reconciled with the abTHE WOMEN'S CONGRESS AT WASHINGTON.
bot, implored absolution of the Pope, retracted all
The Countess of Aberdeen contributes to this his erroneous teachings and died in communion
magazine a paper on the congress of women which with the Church, after asking forgiveness for the
scandal he had caused.
was recently held at our national capital, in which
she sets forth the good that united female effort
TORTURE IN OLDEN TIMES.
is capable of accomplishing in various directions,
lii this same magazine Mr. Julian Hawthorne,
and dwells upon the large possibilities that lie who writes on a grewsome subject, asserts that
within reach of her sisters in this country. In- the tortures which were inflicted upon
heretics and
cidentally tlie Countess pays a merited tribute to similar offenders in former times were
not applied
our Catholic Sisterhoods by saying that
for so much in the interests of religion
as in those of
many centuries organized women's work existed the common welfare. In those days, he declares,
religious orthodoxy was requisite as an essential
only in the convents of Roman Catholic Sisters
Heretics were invaall honor to them for the noble work they have condition of social order.
against the human as well as the direbels
riably
accomplished for the poor, the sick, the afflicted vine law. Restraints
and penalties were indispenand the young, all through the ages of the Christ- sable, if the community was
to be preserved."
ian Church down to our own day." Lady Aber- This is a matter which many of those individuals
deen, who, as is well known, takes an active who charge the Church with" cruelty holding her
interest in such matters, refers to the good work responsible for deeds which the civil powers performed? lose sight of when they direct their unwhich women's societies are accomplishing in Canjust criticisms against her. Mr. Hawthorne furthada, where, she says, she has seen representatives ermore states that the Roman Inquisition, which
of all religions joining in common endeavors for was purely a religious institution, never inflicted
the uplifting and improvement of their sex ; and death upon any person whom it condemned. What
she graciously recalls the memory of the late deaths attended the Spanish Inquisition were deby the State authorities, who. after the manCatholic Canadian premier, Sir John Thompson, creed
ner of their times, considered heretics dangerous
by stating that such endeavors always won the ap- to the State. Torture, this article
affirms, was
proval and the co-operation "of the noble-minded inflicted by heretics as w. 11 as it was applied to
and able prime minister whose irreparable loss them no sect, party or community had a monopoly of it and it was a generally recognized and acCanada mourns today."
cepted form of punishment or chastisement. Then
theDutch in the Netherlands. Mr. Hawthorneavers,
AN OPPONENT OF FEMALE SUFFRAGE.
resorted to tortures as excruciating, if not more
There are two articles in this issue of the Arena so, than those that were used in Spain; and
while
dealing with the question of female suffrage. he condemns, of course, the spirit that prompted
The first presents the usual arguments which are these cruelties, he holds that they were the means
of awakening the spiritual conscience of
mankind in
advanced in support of that cause, and the sec- condemnation
of them, and he adds
that "our
is
Mrs.
Annie
of
which
Robinson
author
ond the
feet and those of our posterity would not stand so
Watson, a Southern woman, while admitting the firmly were not the rack and the pyre among the
force of some of the reasous urged by the female elements of our history."
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ReInstruction.
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EXTREME UNCTION.

SUNDAY.

10.

It is better to bear injury without murmuring
Second Sunday of Lent.
to give food to numberless poor people, or to
than
1-7 : God hath called us unto sanctification in
Matt,
Blessed Egiditjs ok Assisi.
austerely.
xvii., fast
Christ Jesus our Lord. Gospel, St.
three
of
If
are
a
Christian, show it, not only in
you
the
1-9. Jesus is transfigured before
word,
sun
and
but
in
reality,
by the deeds you do.? St.
;
Apostles. And his face did shine as the
white
A
BONAVENTURE.
bright
his garments became
as snow.
cloud overshadowed them. And a voice out of
MONDAY.
the cloud said '' This is my beloved Son in whom
The surest means of obtaining God's grace is
I am well pleased : hear ye him." And the disciples by holy indifference, and by resignation to his
fell upon their faces and were very much afraid. holy will.? St. Joseph or Cupertino.
Seldom does Christ give us a glimpse of his glory
We will never renounce the world as long as we
and majesty. We have detailed accounts of his preserve in the depths of our hearts the treachersufferings, his weakness, his charity, his love and ous treasure of our own will.? St. Francis.
goodness. We see the human, seldom the divine,
side. Why does the Church in the midstof herpeniTUESDAY.
tential season ask us to contemplate this joyous
The more a man realizes his vices, the more
spectacle? One would expect rather that the need he has to speak of virtue; in speaking often
enormity of sin, the inexorable judgment, or the of virtue it conies more naturally to him, and its
everlasting punishment, would be subjects more in practice follows easily.
Blessed Egiditjs of
keeping with the season. True, but poor human Assisi.
nature is week and needs encouragement. Besides,
Bodily ills are ordained by Divine Providence
to
is
a
means
an
end.
Contemmerely
for the soul's good ; God sends them to you to
suffering
plation of the end makes suffering and penance detach you from the world, and to make you think
light and pleasant. How necessary this encour- of death ; to call you from the dissipations of this
agement, this alleviation, will appear when we life to more useful and holier thoughts.? St.
consider the extent and universality of suffering. Leonard ok Port Macmce.
Exacting and exhausting labor, sickness and pain,
wednesday.
want and disappointment?this is our lot Add to
We must not suffer our will to be the slave, or
this our Lord's injunctions: " Deny yourself,"
to
be subject to any but the will of him who has
cross,"
Blessed are they who
take up your
"
"mourn."
redeemed
it by his Precious Blood.? St. Teresa.
inevitable;
this,
not only
it
Suffering is
I
the
"Our Father" with so much contrisaid
must be the Christian's choice. Here comes in the
tion
and
pronouncing every word,
recollection,
Church to lift the question from the region of
that
I
was
in great anguish by the
though
plunged
theory to the domain of reality and she says we
I
sins,
my
yet received immense conmustdopenanceby fasting, by abstinence ; by with- thought of
and
tasted
of the bliss God
something
solation,
drawing from the usual, and at other times permithis
beloved
ones.
I
have
never found a
grants
ted, amusements.
his
than
realizing
mercy
by saying
better
for
way
To buoy us up amidst all these trials, discourageus.
taught
ments and sufferings and to enable us to face these that prayer which Jesus himself
Angela.
conditions not only with resignation but with pleas- Blessed
ure, she invites us to contemplate the glory of the
thursday.
She says to us in the words
Transfiguration."
It is better for a spiritual man to suffer bodily
"
of St. Paul: " That which is at present momentary
cold than to feel in his soul the least flame of imand light of our tribulation worketh for us pure passion.? St. Francis.
above measure exceedingly an eternal weight of
If you desire to obtain salvation, expect nothing
glory." She tells us :" If you be united to Christ from the consolation that mortals can give you.
by sufferings, you shall be united, and share his The misfortunes which arise from this consolation
glory for eternity."
are greater and more numerous than those which
Epistle, 1 Thess. iv.,
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MONDAY, MARCH 11.

In honor of the Holy Angels.

are caused by affliction.? Blessed Founts
Assisi.

01

FRIDAY.
TUESDAY, MARCH

12.

In honor of St. Gregory L, Pope and Martyr.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13.

In honor of St. Joseph.

God wishes to be loved in himself, that is to say,
with holy fear, in preference to all creatures, and
with an undivided love. (lod does not desire the
heart that is not given to him entirely; for that is
to give him what is left after loving some creature ;
at least, love creatures according to God's law.
?

THURSDAY, MARCH 14.

In honor of the Blessed Sacrament.
FRIDAY, MARCH 15.

In honor of the Holy Lance and Nails.

Corleon.
He whodraws us away from humility, under some

Blessed Bernard

01

plausible pretext, is a false prophet, a ravaging
wolf in sheep's clothing, ready to devour what we
have taken so much time and trouble to hoard up.
St. Peter ok Alcantara.
?

SATURDAY.

SATURDAY, MARCH 16.

However wise a man may be, he ought to seek
In honor of tbe Immaculate Conception of the
counsel and direction from the ministers of God.
Blessed Virgin Mary.
St. Anthony of Padua.
Charity loves to be humble and submissive; it
Pakknts have oftentimes only themselves to seeks the common good, the benefit of the many,
blame for selfish, ungrateful children. They have and not its own advantage.? St. Bernardm of
pampered these children in their innocent youth, Siena.
gratified every whim, encouraged everypropensity,
The best argument to convince Protestants of
but have never been able to impart to them selfcontrol ; now when they are grown up they seek the truth of the Catholic religion is a pious life.
If we want to convert our neighbors we must let
only their own selfish happiness. Parents troubled
our own conduct do the most of the preaching. Be
with selfish tendencies of their children should look good, and, even without knowing it, you will influto themselves, and perhaps they will find there the ence souls who see your charity, your
?

reason.

your

self-restraint.

devotion,

11.
The priest first recites, over the sick person,
some preparatory prayers; then he makes, with
the holy oil, different anointings in the form of a
cross upon the eyes, the ears, the nostrils, the
lips, the hands, and the feet of the sick person,
saying at each anointing, '-May the Lord, by this
holy anointing, and by his own most tendermercy,
pardon thee whatever sin thou hast committed by
thy sight, hearing," or by the other senses. And
our Lord applies to the sick person, by the outward sign of these anointings, the merits of his
life and his death, and purifies each one of the
senses of the dying. At the time of receiving
Extreme Unction it is the custom to receive also
the Holy Viaticum?that is, to communicate for the
last time. Holy Communion, when received as
Viaticum, is distinguished by thisparticular, that it
is not necessary to be fasting to receive the Body
of Jesus Christ.
After the Viaticum and Extreme Unction, the
sick person should be left to commune in silence
with God ; or it would be even better to help him
to profit by the two sacraments which he has just
received, by suggesting to him from time to time
some holy thought, and speaking some few simple
wordsof prayer, such as these: "My God, how
merciful thou art, I love and thank thee ! Jesus,
my Saviour, all my hopes are in thee, and I love
thee with my whole heart! Oh, holy Virgin Mary,
Mother of my Saviour, I place myself under thy
protection ; pray for me, a sinner ! "
And thus the Christian soul shall be at peace,
happy and resigned, even in the midst of bodily
pains ; and thus the love of God shall transform
the natural horrors of the last agony and death into a calm sweet hope, a patient waiting for the
life that lies beyond the portals of the grave.
Can you imagine that there are in the world people so foolish as to believe that there is nothing so
dangerous for a sick person as to allow him to see
as if the priest were not the messenger
a priest
of God, charged to comfort those who suffer, to
pardon sins, to drive away remorse, and to restore
to the soul the best and sweetest possessions humanity knows peace and hope ! Alas ! how
blind are the people of whom I speak, and they
are not a few. For the body they spare nothing.
They are not afraid of frightening the sick person
by the doctor's frequent visits, or by serious consultations, although these things can not fail to
warn him that he is in danger; and not only this,
they do much more ?they force upon him one
remedy after another; they insist, they entreat,
they weary him on the subject of his health they
spare no expense ; they shrink from no dilliculty,
no suffering.
Now go and say to them,
Take care, your
friend is growing suspicious; he is beginning to
feel alarmed. You must be careful to create no
painful impression upon his mind; it might possibly cause or hasten his death; wait until he is
worse. ' How quickly they would answer that the
first thing to he thought of was to save his life,
and that that was the one thing they must endeavor
to do, even at the risk of frightening him, and of
doing him some temporary harm ! And they
would be perfectly and unquestionably right.
Bat for the unhappy soul it is a different matter ;
and yet it is often far more diseased than the body.
Perhaps for many years it has abandoned its service to God, and forgotten its eternity.
The priest is the physician sent by Jesus Christ
to cure and save it. And yet there seems to be
but one fear, one dread?to see the priest approach
the sick. It is delayed until the very last minute.
'« It would have such a dangerous effect upon
him," they say. "To speak to any one so ill
about eonfesaion and Extreme Unction is quite
Hiillioient to kill him at once ! We must wait until he is past feeling or knowing much about it?
all in good lime."
?

?

;

"

THE

Temperance.
A VOLCANO OF EVIL.
Intemperance, an evil most heinous before God,
most dreadful in its results, has grown among
us to gigantic proportions. In the countless
homes it shoots its venom-laden fangs, and
annually, aye, daily, it gathers into its coils whole
hecatombs of victims. Its presence is felt
through the entire land, and everywhere it revels
with demoniac nature in sin and misery.
Alcohol, ocean-like, floods the land. Mild
dilutions do not satisfy us; fermentation and
distillation are called into service to provide
it in more undiminished vigor; and whether it be
wine or whisky, the vile art of adulteration is
often employed to enhance its maddening power.
With this immense consumption of alcohol,
upon what a volcano of evil and misery society
rests! The direct expenditure of hundreds of
millions for little except pleasurable excitement, is
the least deplorable result. Alcohol taken beyond very moderate doses first weakens, then
totally suspends, reason. Man is incapacitated
for all the duties of life, and is left, without
protection, a prey to his vilest and most untamed
passions. Alcohol directly inflames these passions; it is oil poured on their burning fire. It
fills the mouth with blasphemy and arms the hand
for murder. It is the deadly foe of purity. It
withers all generous aspirations of the heart, and
substitutes in their stead the coldest selfishness.
It makes man the demon incarnate.
Now picture to yourselves two hundred thousand or more drinking-shops in the Republic,
belching forth over the land their alcoholic fumes;
from your knowledge of two or three of them,
imagine how many men in the whole country are
bereft through them of their reason, and you will
form an idea of the woe and sin that alcohol produces. All classes, high and low, offer holocausts
upon the altar of intemperance. The brightest
minds and noblest hearts are numbered among the
victims. Human wrecks, whosefortune it has dissipated, whose intellect it has stifled, are strewn
over the land thick as autumnal leaves in the forest. Homes are devastated; hearts of mothers
broken ; the joys of the wedding morning turned
into ceaselessmourning ; children scatteredas waifs
through a pitiless world.
What is to be done? Anything, but something.
In the name of humanity, of country, of religion,
by all the most sacred ties that bind us to our
fellowmen, for the love of him who died for souls,
I beseech you, declare war against intemperance
arrest its onward march. ?Archbishop Ireland.

;
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judge. The answer from both these sources of
information will be that there has been a distinct
moral gain to our community, in that there has
been an extraordinary decrease in the number of
arrests, trials, and convictions.
Ah, yes! there is something besides gaining
liquor-license money in this world of ours ; there
is the gain in self-respect; in happy, comfortable
homes ; in law, peacefulness, and order ; in a higher
moral sentiment in the community, which more
than compensate for the loss of a few thousand
dollars in license money. There is also a spiritual
gain for no-license.
I can appeal to the experience of any clergyman
to prove that the great obstacle, the chief hindrance to the spiritual growth in the human soul
of all that is good, pure, noble, self-sacrificing, is
not only the habit of strong drink, but also the
saloon, whose open doors and gilded hells entrap
and entice the unwary feet of the young, the inexperienced and the guileless.
No-license is a public gain, since it tends
directly to diminish the poverty, misery, vices,
and drunken crimes of the community at large.
The saloon is the only business that cannot
plead, in behalf of its existence, that it is for the
public good.
For the sake of our common manhood, for the
home and all that it means for the young, the
aged, the wives, mothers, sons, daughters and
fathers, let us rise in our strength and in our
glorious manhood and strangle this mighty serpent. ?Rev. P. A. McKenna.
TEMPERANCE NOTES.

The time is coming when those who use intoxicating liquors or trallic in them will not be able
to lift up their heads in a Christian Church which
has any good claim to elevation and purity of character. They will be as really and truly stigmatized on account of un-Christian conduct as those
who are guilty of vices that are now deemed palpably disgraceful.?Professor Moses Stewart,
D. I)., 1830.

Fermented wine is indeed a mocker. It promises us strength and mocks us with weakness; it
promises us substance and mocks us with
shadows ;it promises us heat and mocks us with
cold ; it promises us life and mocks us with premature death; it promises us intelligence and wit
and covers us with visions of happiness and
plunges us into the depths of despair.?Norman
Kerr, M. I).
The saloon system is itself a league of law-

breakers, whose example affords a most powerful
stimulus to disorder of all kinds. It openly pro-

FriendlyHints.

THE OBSERVANCE OF SUNDAY.

"

Whose sore task
Does not divide the Sunday from the week?"

The busy world suspends all work one
day in seven. Fifty-two days in the year
are taken from industrial and commercial
activity. It looks at first sight likea great loss ;in
reality it is a great gain a gain to the body, the
mind, the soul. Short-sighted men have been
found who rebelled against the law which commands : "Six days shalt thou labor, but on the
seventh thou shalt do no work." Obedience here
means health of body and mind. The Legislator
does not stop here, for he goes on : " Remember
thou keep holy the Sabbath day." Obedience in
this case means health and vigor of soul. Obedience is a public recognition of the Supreme
Power. It is the condition of commending one's
self to God's favor. Do what you may, be ever
so pious, charitable, merciful, kind, but neglect
this great law of givingto God his rights, his due,
one day in seven, and you shut yourself out from
rdl claim on his mercy, bis love, his pardon and
grace. The observance of Sunday, therefore, is
not only showing becoming obedience to God, but
it is also using the wise and necessary means of
one's sanctificatiou. Some are too strict, others,
and far the larger number, are too lax in their
observance of Sunday. The puritanical Sunday
was too strict; the modern Sunday devoted to idleness and dissipation is certainly too lax. This is
"
the day which the Lord hath made," cries out the
Psalmist. Yes, made for God's service; for the
payment of our debt to him, our debtof adoration,
praise, and gratitude. Sunday reminds us of
these debts and enables us to pay them. Our
Lord invites us as he did his Apostles "to 'rest a
little " with him, to confer with him about our
spiritual interests. He is our Saviour, friend, and
physician. The labor of the week, its distractions, absorbing care and anxiety dulls the spiritual sense. On Sunday our Lord would cure our
coldness, indifference, worldliness. Will we not
allow him to do this? If we refuse we must fall
lower, the mind will become darker, seeing heavenly
truths less clearly;
the heart will become
colder, harder, less sensitive to sin.
Exact observance of what the Church commands for the service of God on Sundays is practically one of the highest duties of a Christian.
Obedience, rather than fine words, is the test of
true service and real love. The Church forbids
labor, sloth, and dissipation. She commands attendance at Mass. Trifling excuses will not exempt us from obedience. One is lazy, or tired, or
disinclined,or objects to some necessary regulations
and he takes the law into his own hands and
decides that he is not bound. If he could have a
church of his own, one built without money preferred ; if he could make his own regulations,
more suited to angels than to men ; if he could
have a priest of the right stamp
one made to
order from his pattein
he might condescend to
honor God by his presence in church on Sundays.
External observance of the Sunday?giving
up work, going to Mass and vespers?is not
enough. We must make Sunday a day of recollection, pious reading, earnest prayer, communion
with God and a day sanctified by the use of the
sacraments. Family prayer and reading, especially
of the Sacred Scriptures, should be practiced;
parents should occupy a notable part of every
Sunday in the spiritual instruction of their children. Sunday thus spent honors God, ennobles
man. It cleanses the soul from the effects of contact with material things. It spiritualizes man.
It begins on earth that union with God which
heaven can only perfect.
?

claims its purpose to disobey all laws which interfere with its supreme purpose to make money in
A PLEA FOR NO-LICENSE.
its own way and at whatever sacrifice.?Hon.
William Windom.
The gain by the no " vote, hasbeen a material, a
moral, a spiritual, and a public gain. It has been
The making of the family lies in the home.
a wain materially, for less money has been wasted Parents
have responsibilities which can not be
in the saloons. It would not be out of the way shirked. Upon the right discharge of their duties
to say, that, by the closing of the saloon doors, if devolves not only the
present happiness of the
treasury, at least
$12 000 were lost to the city
family,
but
the
future
of the children for good.
to individuals and
twice that amount was saved
To
mothers,
is committed the care of
especially,
at
families, and therefore to the city large ; money the young. The prudent, careful mother who
which, instead of going into the till of the grog- finds her home a place where she loves
the butchshops, found its way into the grocer's,
to abide, cherishing in her children all
the
dressmakmilliner's,
er's, the shopkeeper's, the
right dispositions, training in them morality
er's pocket, for the necessaries of life andraiment. and religion, and restraining them from
Far less time was lost to the workers and thus evil companionship and practices, faithfully exeuntime was converted into money. We can
cutes her heaven-ordained mission and her years
own
desirable
men
who
derstand how it is that
are crowned with benediction.
Unfortunately
locations for saloons, and would like to rent there are too many mothers who find all their
them, are opposed to a " no " vote, but the good pleasure away from their own firesides, who are
and the prosperity of the entire community, not ever found gadding on the streets, haunting barthe profits of these owners, is the first thing that gain-counters or visiting their neighbors. These
women lack all the gentle qualities of holy mothercitizens must consider.
The mother who would lead her children aright
The no-license vote has been a moral gain. hood. Their homes are blighted. Their children
will uever rise up to call them blessed.
or
ask
the
should
learn how to walk with God.
court
records
police
Examine the

"

?

?
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FutaMOrenW
d omen.

window as you walk by
without stopping of
when
to
the next corner stop
get
course and
you
a
all
the
things
you noticed.
and tell companion
will
two
or
three
the
first time,
ODly
You
remember
" Petunias an- by far too bright,
do
the
same
thing
Uncle Jack is sure. But if you
And vulgar flowers besides;
to
find
that
at
the
surprised
every day, you will be
The primrose only blooms at night.
ten
end of a week you will see perhaps
objects at
And peonies spread too wide."
n glance. You might make a good game out of it.
And so it criticized each flower,
Get all your companions to walk quickly past the
This supercilious seed:
Until it woke one summer hour,
window and then let each one write on a piece of
And found itself a weed.
paper the objects she has observed and see which
has the sharpest eyes and can see the most
Newton Centre, Mass., Feb. 2, 1896.
in a single glance. Uncle Jack is very sorry
It, in- Viirl, .lurk :
I thought I would write a letter to you. You told us to hear that your Chapter has disbanded. Will
to write about pets. Our neighbors have a lovely dog. jou tell him why? Of course the members all
His name is Danger. They brought him from Maine keep the pledge even if they don'tattend meetings?
" The violet is very well,
But not a flower I'd choose,
Nor yet the Canterbury bell
I never cared for blues.

?

?

?

UNCLE JACK'S TALKS WITH THE BOYS AND GIRLS.
How to Get a Badge and Manual.
[Whoever sends in a new subscription

to the
Review, or renews an old subscription, with two
dollars for the year, will receive a badge and a
Manual free.
If your parents or friends subscribe and get the
badge for you, send in your name and be enrolled
as a member, and sign the League promise and
that is, if you are not a Defender
keei) it,
?

already.

?

We cannot give badge and Manual for any special or reduced rate subscriptions, but only when two or three years ago.
When he hears the tire-bells ring he
the full rate ($2) is paid to this office, direct.]

runs and barks at
them, but he does not bark at the school bell, the clock.
This week Uncle Jack's page shall belong to the nor the church bells, but when the tire-bells ring he is
sure to bark and run for the engine house. 1 am seven
Pet Club. Such a lot of nice letters as the memyears old now and I am in the fourth grade in school.
bers have sent him ! Uncle Jack hopes every one
Your niece,
of his boys and girls will contribute a little morsel
Anna M wM aiion.

of information for the entertainment of the Pet

Club.
If you have a pet of any kind, yourself, or if
you know a boy or girl who has a particularly interesting pet dog or cat or goat or rabbit or pony
or bird, suppose you write a nice little letter to
Uncle Jack telling him all about it.
And what would you choose for a pet if you
could have anything you wanted? None of Uncle
Jack's boys or girls have answered that question
yet. Of course nobody, not even "grown-ups,"
can have everything he would like, but let's play
we could and see what we would choose. You remember Uncle Jack said he thought a big elephant
would be the jolliest thing of all for a pet if he
wouldn't eat so much. What do you think about
elephants? Here's a little story that will showyou
that elephants not only remember injuries done
them, but they rarely forget anything they have

been taught.
Code of Ebphantine Manners.
The follow ing incident may prove instructive to sonic
of our numerous readers, illustrating the power of memory in the matter of instruction ill the code of elephantine manners. While visiting the "Zoo" sometime ago,
I took my children to see the elephant and to give then
a ride. After the ride I wanted to give the elephant I
bun, and to niiike him say " l'lease " said " Salaam kuro"
?i. <\u25a0~ make a salaam. The animal looked at me hard
for some time, with the bun in my hand; at last memory
came to his help, and up went his trunk, and he made a
most correct " salanm." The keeper seemed very uracil
surprised, and asked me what it meant. I told him it
was a point of good manners for an elephant to raise
his trunk up to his forehead if any one was going to
feed him, and that frequently elephants will ask in this
polite manner for something when they see anyone past
by who is likely to feed them. The keeper assured me
he had never seen the elephant do this before, and. if 1
remember rightly, be had been in charge of tbe animal
since it arrived from India, and thai il was one ot those
which took part in the grand procession to Agra when
his lioyal Highness, the Prince of Wales, visited India.
and where I doubtless saw it. For seventeen years this
animal had never heard these words, and had always
taken his food without this mark of good manners, but
now I daresay the keeper makes him remember his
youthful good manners, and the little children will see
on their visits to the "Zoo" this instance of "always
say please."? London Times.

You're a good girl, Anna. That's just the kind
of a letter Uncle Jack wanted and you've done
pretty nearly as well as if you were twice seven.
You know how much that is, don't you ? Danger
is certainly a very remarkable dog. Can any of
Uncle Jack's other readers tell us about a dog who
knows the ditference between an alarm of lire and
the peaceful call to church or school? Why do
you suppose they called him Danger, Anna? Do
you think dogs are the nicest pets, or do you agree
with Uncle Jack in his choice of elephants?
Feb. :;, 1896.
Diur Uncle Jack :
I have not written to you for a long time and this is
my second letter. Now I am going to tell you about a
dog and some kittens and cats. My grandma had a dog
and his name was Fowler, and he Used to follow me about
and bark at any one who came near me. My Aunt
Bridget had three cats and their names were lilackie.
Pinkieand Flossie. Pinkie was cross and mj Aunt Bridget
gave liim away. The other two cats had kittens and my
auntie was afraid she would have too many eats ami
my Uncle Charley had them drowned. Next time 1 will
tell yon about the League. 1 am nine years old.
Your loving niece.
?

Mabt

Murphy.

Thank you, Mary. That was quite a collection
of cats. In time it would have been as bad as the
case of the old woman who lived in a shoe. You
remember she had so many children she didn't
know what to do. Of course next time you won't
forget to tell us where you live. Always put the
name of your town and State on the line above the
date.
Kkwtom Centre, Mass., Feb. l', 1895.
/),,,,- Undi Jack:
?

In describing the procession I left out about what they
wore besides veils, wreaths and cashes, so i will now
tell you that they wore white dresses.
Another thing omitted, as you said, was where it was.
It was in the church.
The only pet I have is a cat. His name is Tiger.
I am eleven years old and I am in the seventh class in
the grammar school. Among the book- I have read arei
" Lost (b-novett'a." " Alice ltiordan," Hawthorne's "Wonder Book," " Seven Little Sisters," " Lives of the Saints,"
and"The Bible History."
My League has disbanded.
Hoping >uccess to the Sacred Heart Review and all
its readers. I remain,
Your loving niece,
l'.vv M.o \| UION.
poem for the small

Roxburt, Mass., Jan. 26, 1896.
Drill- I 'lirlr .lurk .*
1 have never written to you before. lam eleven years
old. 1 belong to the Mission parish, and go lo the Sisters' school.
I have geography, grammar, United States history,
health lessons and Bible history. We have taken the
Sacred Heart Review for two years and we like it,
very much.
Hoping to see my letter in print, 1 remain,
?

Alchonsl's McCloskey.

Glad to hear from you, Alphonsus. Write
Are you acquainted with any pets? And
what is your favorite game?

again.

Dorchester, Mass., Feb. 6, 1895.
Dear Uncle .lurk:
I must tell you about my cats. I had a cat thai a boy
gave me. He used tokill snakes and take them home. He
would not eat them. I gave him away and got another
one. but she scratches me. I have a little brother, he is
four years old. My mother is dead. I hope to see my
letter in print.
Wit.i.ii: Cotter.
Uncle Jack is delighted to hear from you, Willie.
It seems odd that a cat should kill snakes, doesn't
it? Do the other boys and girls know of any cats
?

like Willies? Next time, Uncle Jack hopes you
will tell him about school and the games you like.

Feb. :S, IBM.
Dear Uncle .lurk:
This is my lirsl letter. My Sister in school said that
I do well ill my les-ons and she got a prize for the good
-iris .-mil the gentlest girl at Christmas. She gave me
picture of the Infant .lesus and another girl got a picture
of the Heart of Mary.
Yours sincerely,
Monica C McRFHY.
?

"

Come again, Monica.
the Defenders' League?

Don't you want to join

Clinton. M \ss.. Feb. 6, 1895.
.lurk .'
I thought I would add one more to thenumber of \ our
nephews. I take great pleasure in reading the boys and
and girls'letters in the Sacred Heart Review. I am
ten years old and lam in the sixth grade. My studies
are catechism, history, geography, arithmetic, language
and spelling. I like language better than any other
study. All the boys and girls of our school made a
no vena before Christ mas. We went to the church e\ cry
evening and said some prayers in honor of the Infant
Jesus, after which we received beautiful instructions
from one of the prleBtB. At the close of tin- iiovena all
took the pledge against Intoxicating liquors, and also a
pledge against cursing and blaspheming the Holy Name.
1 know you will be pleased to hear thai I have read
Father Finn's book-, they are " Tom I'layl'air." " Percy
Wjnn," " Harry llee." and "Claude Lighifool.'
suppose mam. of your nephews and nieces have read them.
I would like lo know the names of some other books
that would in- suitable for a boy of my age lo read.
Now, Uncle Jack, I think 1 have written quite a long
letter. Hoplns yon will (md it interesting, and that I
will soon have the great pleasure of seeing it in the Review, I am.
Your affectionate nephew,
KIMMI. KI.N.NI.V.
1), 'if

I

nrl,

?

1

Father Finn's stories are good and Uncle Jack
is glad you like them. Is there a library in your
Suppose you
town where you can borrow b«oks?
try choosing your books by the authors. Uncle
Jack thinks Maurice Egan's stories would pleaßC
you and so won! 1 Katherine Crowley sand K. L.
Dorsey's. You might also look for these names
in the catalogue: Mollie Elliot Seawell, who tells
some charming stories about American wars; John
Gilmary Shea, whose History of Early Jesuit Missions Among the Indians and Histoiy of the United
States are simply written and interesting enough to
fascinate any ten-year old boy; Nora Perry, Louisa
M. Alcott, and Charlotte M Yonge'l histories are
pretty good.
Perhaps some of Uncle Jack's readers will tell
Eddie the names of books they have read and

And here is a pretty little
folks and the older ones, too. Then we shall hear
That wasn't such a very serious mistake, Eva.
what those interesting little letter-writers have to
Uncle Jack mentioned it because he wants all Ins
say to the Pet Club.
boys and girls to cultivate theirpowers of observaThe Difficult Seed.
tion. It is very important to be able to see things
and to describe them. Very few people, if you
IIY MII.DXXI)HOWELL.
met them away from home, could tell you just how
A little seed lay in the ground,
their house and garden and street look. They are
And soon began to sprout;
used to looking at them that they don't see them.
so
\u25a0 Now. which of all the flowers around,"
One
of the reasons conjurers and people who do
"
It mused, shall I come out?"
sleight-of-hand tricks are able to mystify their
" The lily's face is fair and proud,
audiences so thoroughly is because so few people
But just a trifle cold;
see things. One way to train both your memory
The rose, I think, is rather loud,
liked.
and eye at the same time is to glance at a shop
then
its
fashion's
old.
And

UNCLE JACK.
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THE CHURCH ABROAD.
Civil Engineers. He showed that there is nothing
mysterious about such explosions, but that they
[continued from page six.]
can always be traced to the operation of simple
power to gain their ends. Defeat depresses them
THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN IN NATURE. and well known laws. Chief amoDg the causes of not, neither does victory blind them with pride,
boiler explosions is the corrosion of the boilerNEW ELEMENT,

FamilrScience.

ARGON.
On the 31st of last January Lord Rayleigh and
Professor Ramsay laid before the Royal Society
their long expected paper on argon, the new
element in the atmosphere, which they discovered
last year. The preliminary announcement of this
important discovery was made at the meeting of
the British Association at Oxford last autumn,
and was received by the scientific world with much
incredulity, since it seemed extremely improbable
that any hitherto undetected element could exist
in so well known a substance as the atmospheric
air. But at the recent meeting in Burlington
Gardens all that was known of the new element
was laid before the assembled societies, and all
doubts as to the reality of the discovery seem to be
effectually set at rest, and we are forced to admit
that the atmosphere contains at least one element
previously unknown.
For years Lord Rayleigh has been engaged in
one of the most difficult of physical problems
namely, the determination of the densities of some
of the more permanent gases. In these investigations he found that nitrogen, if obtaiued from
chemical compounds, was about one-half per cent,
lighter than that obtained from the atmosphere.
Both he and Professor Ramsay sought by different
methods of investigation to account for this discrepancy, and at last Professor Ramsay by a
chemical method, and Lord Rayleigh by an electrical method, succeeded in separating a heavier
constituent from atmospheric nitrogen.
Argon is a colorless gas of a density about
19.90, taking hydrogen as unity. It is about
two and a half times as soluble in water as nitrogen? 100 volumes of water dissolving 4.05
volumes of argon at 18.9 degrees. It is liqueiiable
at a very low temperature, when it forms a
colorless liquid boiling under atmospheric pressure
at I<S7 degrees. At a still lower temperature it is
converted into a crystalline solid resembling ice,
which melts at 189.6 degrees, or 24.4 degrees
above the melting-point of nitrogen. The properties of argon at very low temperatures were
determined by Professor K. Olszewskiof Cracow,
whose paper on this point was read at the meeting in Burlington Gardens.
Professor Crookes, who had undertaken the
spectroscopic investigation of argon, also read a
paper on the subject, lie found that the newsubstance has two spectra marked by red and
blue lines, and that the principal lines of the
spectra are identical in the case of two specimens
obtained by different methods. These spectra
are quite distinct from those of any other known
substance.
There is one point iv the determination of the
physical constitutiou of argon, however, which
will have to be cleared by further investigation.
The ratio of specific heat at constant volume to
constant pressure is such as to lead to the concluwhich case it
sion that argon is monatomic, in
mixture
of eleelement
or
a
an
must be either
its
atomic
weight
single
element
it
is
a
ments. If
classiperiodic
to
the
according
is about -10, but
for
an
place
is
no
there
fication of the elements
It
weight.
may,
atomic
of
that
additional element
however, prove to be a mixture, although certain
physical facts iv the behavior of argon militate
the authors conagainst this view. On the whole,
of
clude that the balance of evidence is in favor
discovery
Rayleigh's
simplicity. Altogether Lord
made
is one of the most important ones recently
in modern physical science.
THE

?

shell. Some explosions are due to the stresses
arising from expansion and contraction consequent
upon the action of the fire. Another cause of
boiler explosionsis the cutting of large openings in
the boiler without providing compensation by the
addition of strengthening rings. A common cause
of explosions is overheating from shortness of
water. Mr. Fowler affirms that explosions in
such cases are not the result of turning cold water
on to red-hot plates.
What takes place is that
the overheated plates become softened, bulge, and
are rent by the ordinary working pressure. Explosions also arise from defective action of the
spring-valve, particularly when loaded with a
spring-balance, and from faulty material, such as
iron of a poor quality, and imperfectconstruction.

The phenomenon of the so-called "Alpineglow"
in which snowy peaks sometimes show a second
or even third return of the rosy color at sunset
has recently been investigated by Dr. J. Amsler.
He explains the appearance by taking into account
the deviations of the sun's rays in passing through
seA'eral strata of the rapidly cooling atmosphere.
The air being colder in the higher and warmer in
the lower strata, the solar rays are deflected and
pass upwards, so that wren the sun has reached a
certain position they no longer strike the summits
and the latter lose their color. As the lower air
cools the rays become more rectilinear and the
second glow sets in. "When the sun sinks lower
the rays are thrown on the mountains by ordinaryrefraction, which maybe intensified by the warm
lower air reaching the upper regions, and this
gives rise to a third glow.
?

?

The French officers in the garrison at Aurillac,
Auvergne, have been making some experiments
as to the penetrating power of rifle bullets in a
bank of snow. They found that with the soldiers
stationed at a distanceof fifty metres (54.5 3*ards)
a Lebel ball penetrated the snow-bank to a depth
of only one and three-quarter metres (67.1) inches).
The theory of this phenomenon is not established,
but it is thought that the ball, by its great velocity
and its rotary motion, accumulated the particles of
snow around it, forming a ball of snow, and so
retarded its penetrative force.
The United States Signal Office has established
an additional wind signal, to be known as the
Hurricane Signal." It consists of two red flags
with black centres, one above the other, and will
be used to announce the approach of tropical hurricanes, and of those extremely violent storms
which occasionally move along the lakes and the
North Atlantic coast.

"

Das Wetter announces that a permanent meteorological station has been established by the
Danish Government at Angmagsalik, on the eastern coast of Greenland, in latitude 05 degrees 37
minutes.
According to the experiments of M. "Weber
the normal temperature of the filaments of an incandescent light is nearly constant. It only varies
between 1,292 degrees C. and 1,307 degrees C.

The persons who wish us to burn the bodies of
the dead have been assuring us that the custom of
burying them in the gr< uud is very unhealthy and
breeds diseases, by polluting the soil of the graveyards. It is now announced that an examination
of the soil of graveyards, made by Dr. James H.
Young, of the Edinburgh Royal Society, shows
that it does not materially differ from ordinary
SCIENCE NOTES.
soil as regards the amount of organic matter it
This knocks away one of the strong
Mb. "W. 11. Fowlkr recently read an instructive contains. of cremation.
supports
of
paper on boiler explosions at the Institute

but their hearts are filled with unconquerable
hopes.
The "Repertoire dcs Sources Historiques," to
which the learnedBenedictine, M. Ulisse Chevallier,
has devoted the past thirty years of his life, is a
monument of Catholic scholarship and may well
be called a prodigious bibliographicalcompilation.
It comprises three distinct works, each one of incalculable value to the student. The first, BioBibliographic," is devoted to the enumeration of
the sources to be consulted in researches concerning historical persons. The main body of this
work was finished in 1883, and a supplement was
afterwards added in 1886, containing in all 40,000
articles. This edition is now out of print, but a
second edition has been prepared, and when the
number of subscribers warrants its publication it
will be printed. Among other distinctions the
Cross of the Legion of Honor was bestowed upon
its author, he was made corresponding memberof
the Institute and received the Brunet prize.
The second part, Topo-Bibliographie," relates
not only to places, as its title suggests, but to all
subjects exclusive of persons, and the third part,
Bibliographic" comprises the
which is called
various editions, translations and manuscripts relating tohistorical subjects. In the "Topo-Bibliographie " the contents of all articles of a certain
length have been analyzed and arranged alphabetically, thus affording the greatest possible advantage to students. The accuracy and variety of
the information makes it a most valuable dictionary, especially for chronology and topography.
Each subject heading has the corresponding Latin
name in its different forms. As an instrument
for onomastic identification it has no rival and for
the study of the history, theology and literature of
the Middle Ages it will be of incomparable value.

"

"

"

La Semaine Religieuse of Lyons gave some time
ago an interesting account of the inauguration of
the Refuge Hotel Evariste Chancel establishedlast
summer near La Grave at the entrance of the
largest glacier in France, the glacier of Mont-dc
The Alpine Club, faithful to its tradLans.
itions, had summoned the clergy to its celebration and invoked the blessing of God on its
new Refuge. The sheets and coverlets of the
chalet were used in the decoration of the most
primitive of altars; two rows of larch trees represented the pillars and vaults of a temple, garlands of natural flowers festooned against the
draperies lent the effect of a frieze ; the glaciers
sparkling in the sunshine and the serrated outline
of the Meige, 4,000 meters above the sea-level,furnished a background of truly Biblical simplicity.
At the signal of a bomb, Father Guignet began the Mass. Many peasants from the neighboring hamlets, as well as the members
Alpine Club were present. Father Faure, an*old
friend of the mountaineers,made a brief address, in
which, after recalling similar ceremonies at which
he had presided, in company with several colleagues
who were present on this occasion and some who
were no longer with them, who had made their
great ascension for which they were prepared by
a long Christian life, he made a touching and
grateful allusion to M. Evariste Chancel and
summed up the aspirations of the Alpine Club in
this device God and our native land." At the
close of the address the new house was blessed
and the ceremonies being over the guests returned
to their homes."

"

"

"

It is true that John Burns was not very polite
when he declared that we must divert our best
men in this country from "dollar-hunting before
we can hope to do much for the State." It is also
true that John Burns is one of the few men who
have a right to speak thus of dollar-hunting
because he himself is not guilty of it. He might
have been rich long ago if he had done as other
men do. A part of his great power among the
working people in England lies in his'reputation

for absolute honesty and disinterestedness.
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fasuhiorn etter.
A GLANCE AT THE NEWEST STYLES
IN DRESS.

'

Both the big sleeves and the
flaring skirts are being pared down.
The fashion-makers have evidently
given up the effort to foist hoops on
us. It looked a few weeks ago as if
the old-time distenders were inevitable. Now, however, that the spring
styles are on parade in the shops the
diminished size of both skirts and
sleeves is quite"apparent. Many of
the skirts made of washable goods
are not gored at all, but are straight
pieces of embroidery gathered full
and plain on a belt. Others have a
panel in front and
plaited
three embroidered ruffles filling the
space from waist to foot at the sides.
Ruffles of embroidery around the bottom of the skirts and simulating overskirts are also to be in style. "While
the leg-of-mutton sleeve continues to
be the favorite, the bishop sleeve appears in many of the spring models.
The latter is much easier to iron, al-

though regular boards for ironing
the leg-of-mutton sleeve may be
bought in the shops. Other sleeves
have a deep cuff to the elbow, the
upper part falling puff-like over it.
A boom in fluting machines is said to
be on the way. The manufacturers
of cambric and lawn dresses will send
out many of their gowns elaborately
trimmed with fluted frills. It is a
very pretty and simple style, and fluting ruffles, if one has the proper
machine, is easier than ironing them.
children's styles.
I have already mentioned that the
children's frocks of this season are
to be characterized by simplicity
and daintiness. Gingham, chambray, percale, duck and piquet are
favorite materials, with swiss muslins,
lawns and dimities for the older girls.
The organdies and bastistes are reservedfor the older women. A new variety of satine has madeits appearance.
It is much glossier and softer than
the material we have known under
that name for several seasons past.
There really never was a season when
the washable fabrics were so beautiful in texture and coloring and design. "Wonderful strides have been
made since the days of the purple
and lavender all-over flowered calicoes. Nothing like them is seen
nowadays ?either in appearance or
wearing qualities. I must not forget
to speak about the cotton crepons. A
great effort is being made, apparently,
to make them popular, and I haven't
a doubt they will be worn a great
deal next summer. A regular craze
for crinkled and waved materials has
affected nearly everybody. Oddly
enough just now these cotton crepons
are being shown most frequently
in frocks for very little girls. I saw
one of the quaintest of frocks made
of this material for a six-year-old
darling. Yellow and white alternated
in the crepon and it was trimmed
with a white edging, through which
narrow black velvet ribbon was run. |

such a great variety of shades nowadays that one may make the suit as
pretty in color as one likes. One
shop boasts of forty different varieties
of the sailor suit. Some of these
It produces an increase of vital activity in the system,
thus preventingand curing disease. Originated In 18K
late Or. A. Johnson. It has satisfied every body
by
differ from the others only in the forthe
nearly a century. Trust what time hasendorsed.
Croup, Cclds, Sere Throat, Cramps aci Pains,
It
Cuiea
trimming or the color of the material. Coughs, Asthma,
Morbus, RhenCatarrh, Colic, Cholera Joints,
Lame Back,Stiff
Strains.
matic Pain*. Neuralgia, ITiee,
Rook free.
86 cents, six &.W. Sold
11lu-trated
There is little variety in the style ; hy
all druggists. 1. S. JOHNSON& CO.. Roston, Mass.
all are made with little kilt skirts,
Liver Pill Made."
knee breeches and blouses with square
collars meeting in a point on the
Positively cures HHinuwm'SH and Sick headache.
breast.
liverand bowel complaints. They expel all impurities
Ueliente women tlnd great relief from
from*the blood.
using them. Pricp. Sscts.; live *ti.oo. Pamphlet free,
The
eton
in
velvet
is
the
jacket
PLAY GOWNS.
1*S. JOHNSON & C0.,2S CustomHouse St., Jioston, Mass.
latest metamorphosis for that handyOne of those forehanded houseajrainmake
article of attire. In is worn with IIIAIITm
We
wives who make a point of having
IsiVsj
iff
fill
1
working,
cloth skirts and bright crepe or chiffon
ambitious
most of the necessary frocks and
men who arc well acquainted among Catholics; such men can earn from *10.00 to $15.00
vests.
a wn'k in
and
leisure hours. M. ka C L
wrappers and shirt-waists
A very handsome costume worn at a A CO., 138 W,their
Adams street, Chicago, 111.
gowns that will be needed in July, fashionableweddingrecently was made
made up in February, has among of chocolate brown amazon cloth.
other things fashioned some play The skirt had the
usual godet plaits at
gowns for her little girls. Other the back. It was edged at the hem
mothers may like to know about by a thick cord covered with velvet,
them, for they save a great deal of above which was set a band of gold
the wear and tear on a girl's ordinary braid. The bodice had three boxfrocks. Besides, the play gown is a plaits laid on the front, and downthe
great relief to a child who needs to centre of each one was a row of tiny
run about and who is in constant ter- gold buttons. A row of these buttons
ror lest her dress be torn and her was set on the collar. The sleeves
mother scold. These play gowns are were drooping puffs of cloth falling
simple skirts and waists and jackets over cuffs of velvet. On the shoulders
of blue denim, which, as everybody were bows of velvet ribbon caught
knows, is almost indestructable. Be- into gold buckles and having long
fore being made up the demin is ends and loops.
washed and boiled. This process
Many very handsome buttons are
,_
shown
in the shops, but I think it
jil
softens the goods, making it easier
will
be
likely
they
popular.
hardly
to handle. These dresses will be just
Box-plaited bodices are another feathe thing for Saturday wear and for t ure that is shown a great deal in wool
the summer vacation in the country, dresses for spring wear.
when berrying and haying and other
Polly Daly.
characteristic pursuits are fatal to
lawns and cambrics.
That so many young, and for that
Silk will also be a favorite material matter too, elderly people, are afllicfor summer dresses. Almost any one ted with moral dyspepsia is due in a
can afford to own a silk gown now, great measure to the so-called literary
the material is so reasonable in price. trash they swallow. A good book,
Very good Indias in neat, pretty nowadays, is only good by its rarity.
highly polished,
designs on black or brown grounds
the
may be bought for fifty cents a yard.
Of course there is no diminution of
the silk waist craze. The velvet
waists do not seem to take," but are the source of pleasure, but often
silk with velvet revers, velvet box- are a curse in the pain they cause.
plaits laid on both back and front of Nervous Debility, however occathe bodice and velvet collars and belts sioned, demands radical relief re
beautifully
are worn a great deal. Pongee, in its
lief that means strength to resist
natural brownish gray color, is making
future
attacks. Men, women and
a bid for popularity. It is shown in
dress patterns, having a portion of children are all liable to this prostrathe material embroidered in eyelet tion, which is so torturing.
design for trimming purposes. Set
off with black or brown velvet ribbon
it makes a very genteel and coollooking gown.
SARSAPARILLA
The costume most frequently seen
AND
everywhere consists of a black satin The Kind That Cures
or crepon skirt and a bright silk or
will prevent Nervous Debility ; will
crepe waist.
The rosette collar has had its day. CURE Nervous Prostration.
Its successor is velvet or crepe
H. B. HI.TCHCOCK, 100 Water
swathed in many folds and having a
street, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,
TAKE NOTICE.
bunch of ribbon at each side. The
us
on
of this advertisement
presentation
writes
nerve
My
force
weakribbon is arranged in two standing
at our ollice any time within 60 days from
ening,
1 tried in all seven physicians January l, 1895, the purchaser will reloops just under each ear, with a
cluster of violets in the centre and without relief. Headaches terrible ; ceive «l per cent, discount.
long loops and ends of the ribbon bowels constipated ; stomach without
falling to the waist-line.
strength ; nerves so unstrung that I
dreaded being alone. DANA'S comFOR THE SMALL BOY
pletely
not yet out of kilts there is nothing
CURED me. I can eat and
more satisfactory than the ever-fash- sleep like a child."
ionable little sailor suit. Blouses,
trousers and kilts made of denim are See that you get
2 Doort front Wellington Street,
DANA'S.
durable and this material comes in
BOSTON.
There was a very full skirt and a
short full little waist cut off at the
shoulders and worn over a white
guimpe. Three rows of the edging
and velvet made a belt which fastened in front with three tiny rosettes.
There were short, full little puffs of
sleeves below which the white sleeves
of the guimpe were visible. Over
each sleeve fell a sort of doubleepaulette made of deep Vandyke points
edged with the lace and velvet.

Jo^LiniiSent

P"Best
arsons' Pills

DINING ROOM
FURNITURE.
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NEW STYLES OF SIDEBOARDS,
in finest Oak,

The Nerves

From $15 to $75

"

NEW STYLES SOLID OAK DINING

?

TABLES,

finished,

From $5 to $35

nanas

NEW STYLES SOLID OAK DINING
CHAIRS,

From $1 to $3.50

nJ

NEW STYLES PARLOR
CHAMBER SETS,

At the Lowest Prices.

:"

A,

McArthur & Co,,

Housefnrnishers,
16 to 26 Cornhill,
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CatholicMissions.
WHAT OUR MISSIONARIES ARE DOING
IN EVERY LAND.
MISSIONARIES IN AFRICA.

The following is an extract from a
letter which Monsignor Augouard, of
the Congregation of the Holy Ghost,
Vicar-Apostolic of Oubanghi, wrote
lately to one of his friends :
"The Congo and its immense
allluents form the most beautiful
navigable network that can be imagined, and with our little steamer,
the 'Leo X 111.,' we can sail twelve
thousand miles, hitherto unexplored,
upon this magnificent water course.
Rivers like the Seine scarcely attract
the eye, and we have some about two
miles wide not even marked upon the
map. Unfortunately this fine tract
of water does not communicate with
the sea, that is, navigation upon the
Lower Congo is rendered practically
impossible by a series of thirty
cataracts which interrupt the communication.
I had, at Christmas, the happiness of saying Mass for the first time
in the modest cathedial which I have
just built in Brazzaville. It is far
from being finished, but we arranged
the sanctuary for the occasion and
the ceremony was splendid. You
should have seen the stupefaction of
our poor blacks on seeing our beautiful ceremonials, the cloth of gold
vestments, the stained glass, the
grandeur of the edifice, etc. Our
choir-boys conducted themselves like
trained seminarists, and their black
feet, gliding noiselessly over the pavements, in no way disturbed the quiet
of the holy place. They never looked
round, no matter what happened
about them | they might, in fact,
have served as models to many of the
altar boys of France.
"We have here no special tradesmen, we must do everything ourselves, and that is no easy matter
under the broiling African sun. As
for me, I take off my soutane, put on
an apron, and work at carpentry or
take a turn at paving to keep the
works going. This sort of thing is
not provided for in the ceremonial of
a bishop, but I hope our good God
will not be displeased with me for
imitating St. Paul, who also labored
with his hands.
".lust at present we are establishing a mission amongst the terrible
Bondjos, great human tlesh-eaters.
They are incontestably the most ferocious tribe in all Central Africa, and our
courageous missionaries will be daily
exposed to the fate of satisfying theii
insatiable appetites. Piay for them,
then, that God may protect them and
render their labors fruitful!
In a few months I go to found
another mission amongst the Banziris,
forty miles beyond Saint-Paul-dcsRapides, at Banghi, which you will
find on the map in Oubanghi and at
a bend formed by the river. It fll
there that I, last year, very nearly fell
into an ambuscade of my ferocious
diocesans, who were anxious to show
in their boilers ! "
me hospitality
?

"

"

...

SPRING HINTS.

PRIESTS TAUGHT THEM.
From Portuguese South Africa,
where the Jesuit and Dominican
Fathers have been teaching the natives trades, an English resident
reports: "The goldsmith's work at
Tete would do credit to the best
workmen in England or elsewhere.
The delicate design of some of the
jewelry is marvelous. Equally clever
are the carpenters in making boats
and tinning out furniture. We haveseen doorsand windowswhich equaled
our European importations. The
natives understand the tanning of
leather. Tailors abound, and so do
washermen. Pottery workhas reached
a state of excellence not dreamed of
in our midst. Tiles and bricks are
made at the Baroma Mission, farther
up the Zambesi. The respectful attitude of the natives towards Europeans is in marked contrast to that
of the Africans in British Nyassa-

land."

with disease would try it

Some Good and Necessary
Advice at This Season.
There Are Some Things We Must
Surely Do.

And This Thing Is by Far the Most
Important of Them All.
Everybody needs a spring media remedy which will strengthen
cine
and invigorate the system, and tone
up the action of all the organs. The
change from cold to warm weather
causes a depression of the vitalforces,
resulting in weakened nerves, impure
blood, and inactive organs.
Our esteemed correspondent, Mrs.
A. S. Gould, writes us from Garland,
Me., some facts in regard to this
subject which will be of great interest and value just at this season :
Through the loss of my mother,
the sickness of my husband, and the
extra work which fell upon me, I was
thrown into a condition of nervous
and physical exhaustion. I grew
constantly worse. I can not find
words to express that terrible feeling
that existed through my whole system
a feeling of utter weakness
and prostration, with strange nervous
sensations.
My right foot was so bad it was
with great difficulty I could walk. I
had to place my foot every way to
keep from falling. My hands and
arms were weak, numb and prickly.
I was very tired all the time. There
was a heavy, dull feeling in m}' limbs.
Nights they seemedlike lead weights.
?

?

THE RECORD OF A NOBLE LIFE.
The death was announced some time
ago of Monsignor Chausse, titular
Bishop of Comana and Vicar-Apostolic of the coast of Benin (Guinea),
which sad event took place in the
Seminary of Foreign Missions, Lyons
(France). By birth and education
the deceased prelate belonged to the
Diocese of Lyons. The archives of
his family go back to the eleventh
century, and many of its members
during that long peroid have consecrated themselves to the service of
the Church. When MonsignorChausse
was ordained he had a brother a prior
of a Trappist monastery, two sisters

"

?

"

Marist nuns, two nephews priests,
and a niece a nun engaged in the
African missions. Another relative
was Monsignor J. M. Chausse, VicarApostolic of (Juang-Tuong (China).
The missionary prelate, whom every
one is now mourning, was born in
1846, and was consequently a comparatively young man. After studying in France for some years, he proceeded in 1870 to the Foreign College at Mill Hill, near London, where
he received the sub-diaconate and
diaconate at the hands of the late
Cardinal Manning.
In 1871 he set out for the African
missions, arriving at Lagos in November of that year. For the last
twenty-two years he has worked at
his post with a zeal, a devotion and
an abnegation of self truly admirable.
Deterred by no obstacle, he pushed
on the work of evangelization all
along the heathen coast of Benin with
extraordinary ardor. In 1891 Father
Chausse was consecrated bishop and
appointed Vicar-Apostolic of theenormous territory which had been the
scene of his labors. When he first
arrived there were not more than
thirty Christians to be found. Now,

thanks to his apostolic labors, the
Benin Mission is flourishing, and
numbers thousands upon thousands of
good, practical Catholics. Three
months before his death the intrepid
apostle returned to France. He was
ill but a short time.

?

not one

bottle, but several, in order to give it

a fair trial. I truly think they would
never be sorry. My earnest prayer
is that this wonderful remedy may go
out into the wide world to sick and
suffering humanity."
If you want to be perfectly strong
and healthy, the best possible thing
to do is to take this great curer and
strengthened. You can be cured
quicker in the spring than at any
other season. You must take a spring
medicine, every one knows that, and
Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and
nerve remedy is the best and most
certain, because it always cures.
It is not a patent medicine, but
the prescription of the most successful living specialist in curing nervous
and chronic diseases, Dr. Greene, of
34 Temple place, Boston, Mass. He
has the largest practice in the world,
and this grand medical discovery is
the result of his vast experience.
The great reputation of Dr. Greene
is a guarantee that his medicine will
cure, and the fact that he can be consulted by any one at any time, free
of charge, personally or by letter,
gives absolute assurance of the beneficial action of this wonderful medicine.

oTributW
Pfesan riters.
A MINISTER'S TRIBUTE TO LEO XIII.
The following words, taken from a
sermon of Rev. Doctor Anderson,
pastor of the Second Baptist Church,
Rochester, will be read with pleasure
by all Catholics. Here are the Doctor's words :?
I repeat what I have often said
in this pulpit: I believe that Leo
XIII. is the wisest, most liberal and
most spiritually-minded Pope that
has occupied the Papal chair in many
years. His treatment,of republican
France and his encyclical on Bible
study alone would mark him as a

"

most extraordinary Pope."

Concluding his discourse the Doctor spoke thus :?
" Let us be fair in our discussion
of Roman Catholic history and doctrine. What is gained by absurd
fables concerning it, or by figures
and lies that disgust every educated
man?"

THE CHURCH OF

THE

FUTURE.

Almost at the same time two statements were made recently, at points

MRS. A. S.

GOI'LD.

When out riding a mile distance, they
would feel as though I had lost the
use of them. I would move my
fingers and arms to see if I could. I
expected any day to be found par-

alyzed.

"Then I began to takeDr.Greene's
Nervura blood and nerve remedy.
The first bottle did not seem to help
me much, but the second bottle did,
and made me better. I kept on
using it.
Now I am feeling well, can do
all my work and sleep well nights.
I feel as though a great burden had
been rolled away from me. I am
doing a great amount of work every
day and often walk, besides, as much
as two miles.
I think I will pass for a smart
old lady ; so much for Dr. Greene's
Nervura blood and nerve remedy ! I
can truly say it has done wonders for
me. I can not speak too much in
praise of it, for it has been the greatest blessing to me.
I only wish other people afflicted

"

"

"

as far removed from each other as
London and Chicago, that are strikingly alike, not only in then' tenor,
but even in their very language. Both
have reference to the commanding
position of the Catholic Church in
the near future. One was by an English Catholic, the other by a prominent Protestant, Howard L. Smith,
at a meeting of the Sunset Club in
the World's Fair City, the subject of
discussion being The Church of the
Future." He is reported to have
surprised his hearers by predicting
that the church of the future would
be the Catholic Church. The church of
the future would be due to organization. The Catholic Church, he said,
would overcome the broken sects of
Protestanism as easily as the regular
army would defeat a mob of strikers.
Independence of religion was chaos
in religion. Let each man be his own

"

"

Pope and you have religious anarchy,
which is the same thing as sectarianism. Catholicism and agnosticism
would divide the twentieth century
between them."
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TheHousewife.
HINTS FOR MOTHERS.
Avoid having the children show
off" for the admiration of older
people. It may develop an overpowering thirst for notoriety which later
in life may even lead to law-breaking
for the sake of attracting attention
to one's self.
Be careful lest a spirit of cruelty
towards animals be developed by allowing a child to beat his toy quadrupeds, or the chair which serves as
an imaginary horse. Even in their
play children can be taught to be humane and considerate.
Children fed largely on meat develop wilful dispositions and become
cross, nervous and exacting. On a
diet of fruit,milk, porridge and bread
the same children are rendered docile
and manageable, with less liability to
sickness or fatality when they are ill.
Remember that an accident to their
playthings or the disappointment of a
drive seem nearly as momentous to
baby minds as the loss of fortune
would appear to an adult. Therefore
sympathize in their childish sorrows
and heartaches and never grieve them
by saying, Don't bother me."
Encourage the little ones to wait
upon themselves. Do not say, "Let
me hang up your coat and hat, you
cannot reach the hook," but place
the hook within reach of their short
arms. By such simple methods are
children trained in habits of orderliness, self-reliance and willingness to
serve others as well as to wait upon

"

"

themselves.
By watching the movements of a
child's face when in pain the location
of the trouble may be approximately
determined. If the upper thirdof the
face is altered in expression, as by
twitching of the eyelids or contraction
of the brows, it indicates some brain
difficulty; if the middle third of the
face, like movements of the nostrils,
a disease of the chest; if the lower
third, such as a drawn upper lip, the
difficulty is in the abdomen.
Avoid saying "don't" to the
baby. Its use makes the mother

seem a constant preventer of joy, and
a little tact can always devise some
other way of withholding from mischief. If the baby fingers clutch at
a choice bit of china, do not frighten
the child into dropping it by a sharp
"don't," but say kindly, "Give it to
mamma," and then add, "Now let's
find something else pretty," and substitute a different article. The
method can be variously applied. If
books or other objects arepulled from
place enlist the child as a helper in
putting them back. This little ruse
of "helping mamma" seldom fails.?

Congregationalist.
TO CLEAN BOTTLES.
I have learned to make a yearly
collection of the unclean bottles which
litter the shelves, commencing usually
withthespringhouse-cleaning. I have
a big box in the pantry, placed there
especially for receiving this collection

of sticky, greasy, gummed glassware,

and whenever, during our house-cleaning raids or between them, we run
afoul empty unclean bottles or bottles
with contents spoiled and so useless, or
bottles of unlabeled, forgotten medicines which are worse than useless, we
empty all such vials that only lumber
the shelves and invite possibilities of
delay and danger, and consign them
to this box of dirty bottles. It fills
fast, and why should it not, with
every mantel and closet and bureau
and shelf contributing its share ?
When house-cleaning is finished
and we are positive every unclean
vial has been added to this collection,
we fill our wash-boiler with cold
water, add a generous pint of soft
soap and immerse the bottles in it,
gradually bringing the water to a
boil. The lye cleanses the vials perfectly, eating away grime and grease
and poisonous sediments and sticky
gums that may smear the bottles.
When boiled free of impurities, I
rinse each vial till it shines clear as
crystal, them drain in pans and stow
away in the pantry on the "clean
bottle shelf," in readiness for the
many demands made upon it.

WHY?

drawers, with two chairs, are all
that will be required, but a washQUESTIONS WOMEN ASK
stand, and screen to stand before it,
are desirable additions. Above the
Here Answered with (iood Sound
chest of drawers a long, narrow
Reason.
mirror can be hung crossways, and
[SPECIAL TO On: I.AOY REAI'ERS. ]
you have a serviceable combination
Why do people say that Lydla E.
her
of bureau and dressing-table. It is Pinkham's treatment, especially
Vegetable Compound, effects cures bebetter judgment to invest in comfort- yond the physician's skill ?
able springs, mattress, pillows and
blankets than to fritter money away
on painted cologne bottles and elaborate toilet-sets. The coverings of
chiffonier, bureau, wash-stand and
bed should be easily laundered, for
absolute cleanliness is one of the
conditions of restful sleep.

THE SULTAN'S COOKS.

The food for the sultan of Turkey
is cooked by one man and his assistants, and no others touch it. It is
cooked in silver vessels and when
done each kettle is sealed by a slip of
paper and a stamp, and this is broken
in the presence of the sultan by the
high chamberlain, who takes one
spoonful from each separate kettle
before the sultan tastes it. This is
to guard against poison. The sultan
never uses a plate. He rarely uses a
TOO MUCH ORDER.
knife or fork?a spoon, his bread,
a pancake, or fingers are far handier.
A house in which there is no
It requires just twice as many slaves
orderly routine is a very uncomfort- as there are courses to serve a dinner
able place, no doubt, but too much 10 niiii.

order may be equally disagreeable
and wearing, the nerves of the family
being rasped.
People to whom order is not the
means to a desired end, but the end
itself, give themselves and others a
great deal of needless trouble. A
chair or a book out of place distresses
them. A blur on the window-pane
drives them to distraction, unless
they can at once remove it. A meal
slightly delayed beyond the appointed
hour loses for them its savor.
Order is theirfetich. In vain their
friends beg them to be philosophical,
to try elasticity as a sort of buffer
against annoyances. They shake
their heads wearily, and keep on
fretting. And the fretting marks
their foreheads and indents their lips
and writes its record on their faces,
while husbands and children sigh for
a little cheerful, happy-go-lucky disorder. The daughter of the overorderly mother is often, by the law
of reaction, an absurdly unsystematic personage.

Marion.

I fered

a

single

woman ? Man works from theory only.
Why do tens of thousands <if women

write to Mrs. I'inkliam at Lynn, .Mass.,
telling their most secret thoughts '.'
Because they know that their letters
go Straight to the hands of a woman, are
opened, read, and answered by a woman,
who as a woman has made woman's ills
a life study, and because she never fails
them, and cures cases which the doctor
cannot.
The lady who a<ks that the following
letter be published, gives concisely the

uniform expression Of gratitude contained in thousands of other letters in

Mrs. Pinkham's possession.
" For eight years 1 suffered with neuralgia of the womb, backache, severe
z»
pains all through
lnybody. and kid"^,

There are men who inspire us, lift
Jf
us above our sordid surroundings and
y
doeNone
of
the
place us on the right path, while other
did me any \y JT
men preach, pray and only enlist our tors
apathy. Why is this? It is because twelve bottle- of ty m«&
the first-named menbreathe an atmosphere of truth. They are earnest.
They preach and practice. In every
act of their life they show that God is
a reality. Their very look lifts us up
and our life is in their hands to be
moulded aright.
those pains. I
"""^
Should advise every woman to take Lydia
For relieving Throat DISEASES \ni> E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound who
Coughs,
use
Brown's Bronchial has any female trouble. 1 bad a friend
Troches,"
who was to go under an operation. I
?
advised her first to try the Compound.
She did, and is how so much better
In This Zero Weather.

*f

Isv |9| if

??

This is the time of the year when there
are constantly recurring days of zero
temperature. It is well-nigh impossible
to satisfactorily beat the average dwellinghouse unless it is equipped with open fireplaces. Hundreds of colds are the result
of every drop in the thermometer, and the
great majority of these illnesses might be
avoided by the use of open tires. Thai
open fireplaces arc being more extensively
used is shown by the enormous industry
in wood mantels which Is now being done
at the I'aine uarerooms on (anal street.
This linn does probably the largest wood
mantel business in the United States.
Their prices are lower than Other furniture
houses on this specialty.

and stronger she lias given upall thoughts
of the operation." Mas. M. AVilde,
9181 Park St., Tioga, Pa.
?

FaapMi

BEDROOM FURNISHINGS.

Willi,k no physician or pharmacist can
conscientiously warrant a cure, the J. C.
In furnishing a bedroom we must Ayer Co. guarantee the purity. Strength,
and medicinal virtues of Ayer's Sarsaparemember that we have to do with the rilfa. It was the only blood-purifier
adlungs of the people of the house and mitted at the great World's Fair in Chicago, 1898.
therefore must place no obstructions
to the entrance of pure, fresh air.

Vestments,

are to bring out a friend from the "Old
intend to take a trip across, it will
be to your advantage to purchase the Passage
Ticket at the old reliable Steamship and Foreign
Exchange Office and Catholic Bookstore of
ff

you

Country "

or

MARTIN J. ROCHE,

-

I,'J How Street,
For this reason window draperies
from city Square.]
(A few 'I
may be dispensed with in this room.
The bedstead should be of metal.
CHAKI.KSTOWN DISTWII I
Boston, Mm-*
Very pretty ones are now made of
SURPLICES,
M. J. Roche has been Steamship Agent for the
enameled
in
with
iron
different colors
ten years, during which time he lias sent thou
Stoles, Scapulars, &c past
lands of passengers to and from Ireland, and all parts
gilt or brass knobs. The most restof Europe, and no accident has tve» befallen
booked at his office. He is agent for ill tinful color for the eyes and brain is BOYS' CASSOCKS AND SURPLICES. scnger
best Lines of Steamships, such as the Canard, White
Star,
Dominion,
for
Material
all
etc., and the price of tickets
Work,
kinds
of
Church
green. The curtains, if they can be
office is iust the same as at the Boston offices. Drafts
by
Sterling and upwards at the Lowest
Mail
for
One
l'ound
Man
i
afforded, should be of the Japanese
Kates.
will receive prompt attention.
N
HOon't
forget the address: 13 Kow
crepe, which is daintiness itself in
Street, Charleatown Open all day and evenings
till
If
you
9 o'clock.
cannot call, write, as miil and
this coloring. Besides the bedstead
express orders receive prompt attention.
Catholfc md
Irish
books
and Mission goods of all kinds at the
and a deep chest of
18 BOYLSTON STREET, ROOM 12.
Lowest Prices.

Altar Linens, Albs,

THE MISSES PATTERSON.

-

,
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MedicaH
l ints.
DIET OF CHILDREN.
The administrationof proper food
has much to do with the restoration
of sick persons to health, and it is
equally true that illness may often be
avoided by the shunning of food or
drink which is irritating to the digestive organs. The fcyxl of children
should receive special attention.
During the time of growth the digestive organs are taxed severely to
supply the enormous amount of nutriment necessary for the building up
of the bcdy. Comparatively few
parents realize the important part
which diet plays in the production of
physical robustness.
A child who is puny, pale and
sallow is likely to become an adult of
inferior mental and physical capabilities, and excessive fatness in childhood is quite as much to be feared.
Either condition invites disease, and
parents should know that much may
be done to avoid both excessive leanness and excessive fatness by an inattention to
telligent and
the child's diet.
Acute and chronic inflammation of
the stomach are very common among
children, especiallybetweenthe ages of
two and twelve years. These attacks
are sometimes produced by exposure
to cold, but oftener by the eating of
improper food. Two kinds of food
especially lead to such disorders?irritating food and easily fermentable
food.
The first is a food which is not
easily digested, and hence, by its
continued presence, acts as an irritant.
Easily fermentable focd is that which
is acted upon quickly by certain ferments, such as yeast.
This process gives rise to the formation ofggeesac es and acids in the stomach. All this results in a greater flow
of mucus from the surface of the
stomach. In the mild cases a bilious
attack supervenes. In other cases
the attack is followed by fever, headache, restlessness or delirium, a dry
and coated or a fiery red tongue. The
complexion is sallow, the appetite
lost, and dark circles appear under
the eyes.
The most important part of the
treatment is preventive. Candy and
sweets are among the most easily fermentable things swallowed by chilA child's diet should be
dren.
strictly watched, and not left to the
A proper
child's own instincts.
food is
nourishing
simple,
amount of
physical
and
diet
for
mental
the best
development.

"

A PERNICIOUS

"

PRACTICE.

There are a multitude of people
who, in addition to the natural and
proper uses of the mouth, seem to regard it as a sort of handy receptacle,
into which any small object may be
thrust for safe-keeping till wanted.
This trait is not confined to either sex
or to any age. Many a fond mother
will cry out in alarm at the sight of
her child running about with a play-

thing in its mouth, yet the chances
are that if this same mother should
an hour later have occasion to pay
her fare on a public conveyance, she
would fish out, from her purse, a
small coin, which she would hold between her lips till ready to make some
other disposition of it?and this regardless of the fact that on an average the coin had been traveling
about the country for from fifteen
to twenty years, during which time it
had been in all sorts of places and
amid all kinds of surroundings. This
observation is true of many other
things than small coins, and of. fathers as well as of mothers. Some of the
most painful instances possible have
recently illustrated the danger of this
habit. The horrible death of a man,
the result of swallowing a small cork
which he was holding between his
lips, is fresh in mind; and at this
writing a man in Albany has his lungs
filled with tacks which he swallowed
in a similar manner. He was holding thembetween his lips while putting down a carpet, and inhaled them
in laughing at the remark of some one
present. He now lies at the point of
death, and no earthly power can aid
him. Surely these illustrations and
the suggestions which they invariably
call up, ought to be sufficient reason
why no thinking person should ever
make a temporary receptacle of the
mouth for foreign substances.
CARE

OF THE EYES.

The eyeball should be a clear, bluish white in color. If it has red
streaks in it, there is trouble somewhere. If it is dull and yellow in
color, that also is an indication of
disease.
And in most cases the seat of the
trouble is not in the eye itself, nor
the cure in eye washes. The stomach,
which is accountable for most things,
is generally accountable for the bright
or lack-lustre condition of the eyes.
To make dull eyes shine, therefore,
the best thing is an anti-dyspeptic
medicine.
One symptom of sick headache is
the dancing before the eyes of innumerable specks. The proper treatment
for this is a seidlitz powder and a
darkened room. Darkness is the
best possible thing for eyes that have
much work to do, and merely to close
them for five minutes at a time produces a rested feeling, which shows
itself in their renewed brightness.
Bathing tired eyes in water as hot
as can be borne and then closing
them for some time is an excellent
daily practice. But absolutely nothing but water should ever be allowed
to touch the eyes except by the direction of an oculist.

F
Factsnd igures.
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fiOTNs?

A short time ago a message was
sent from Manchester, England, to
/7"s
to got nr,
Victoria, British Columbia, by cable, where there's a sluggish liver, for anyof the
o£ disease that
you. If your
and an answer returned, all in ninety ver were active andsurround
healthy, it would Keep
them
out
of
blood.
your
You'll have to
seconds.
your liver for self-protection.

germs

It is announced that the illuminating gas called "acetylene" can now
be produced in quantity and very
cheap. Its illuminating power is so
great that its cost would be equal to
coal-gas at twelve cents a thousand
feet.
In Japan there is a banking house
that has been in business without a
break for more than 300 years. It
was established by an impoverished
nobleman and 200 yearsago was removed to Tokio, the present capital.
It has always been in the hands of
the same family.

watch
Just as soon as you see the first symptoms
that it's wrong (eruptions on the skin, or a
dull and worn-out feeling) you ought to
take Dr. Pierces Golden Medical Discovery.
That will start your liver into a healthy,
natural action, purify your blood, tooj it
will brace up your whole system, and giv»
you strength and color, and put on needed
flesh-not fat, but wholesome, necessary flesh,
Milford Centre, O.
Dr. R. Y. Pierce : Dear SO- I heartily
recommend your "Discovery' to any person
suffering from general debility as the be»t
thing they can take for it. After taking
the "Discovery" I am happy to say I never
felt better in my life than I do now.
?

other names, fair or foul.
There are, besides the fifty or sixty
regular streets and avenues of the
city, 680 other thoroughfares? places
named at random, and not to be
The marriage rate in Ireland for reached by any systematic knowledge
the year 1893 was slightly above the of the plan of the city.
?
average for the preceding ten years.
Sickness Among Children
The birth rate and the death rate
is prevalent at all seasons of the year,
showed each a small decline. The but can be avoided largely when they are
estimated population of the country properly cared for. Infant Health is the
title of a valuable pamphlet aecessable to
in the middle of the year was 4,315,- all
who will send address to the N. Y.
-612. Of the 21,714 marriages regis- Condensed Milk Co., N. Y. City.
tered during the year 1893, those
The discoverer of the Salt Springs,
between Catholics numbered 15,092.
at Onandaga, New York, was the JeIt is said that 2,000,000 of people suitFather Simon Le Moyne, in 1654 ;
in the Congo Free State, Africa, are thefirst whocalled attention to the mineaters of human flesh. That would eral oil near Lake Erie was the Franbe about four-fifths of the entire pop- ciscan Father dc la Roche d'Allion, in
ulation. A traveler says : One day 1627; the first who worked the copin last May as I chanced to enter a per mines on Lake Superior was a
village that lay on the route of my Jesuit lay Brother; the first cargo of
expedition, the natives ran away in a wheat that went down the Mississippi
great hurry. I was at a loss to know from Illinois was raised at a Jesuit
the reason why until I discovered in Mission; the first sugar-cane was
one of the houses certain evidence of raised by the Jesuits in New Orleans ;
a big family feast. They had been the first book printed west of the Alcooking a man, and one of his legs leghanies was the Epistles and Gospels in French and English, printed
was in a pot over the fire."
at Detroit by F. Mettez, in 1812;
In China wages are very low. A and the first prining.press in the
Northwestwas set up by FatherGabriel
recent Chinese writer states that the
Richard, priest and member of Conaverage earnings of workmen there gress from Michigan, and the division
are 20 cents a day and that half of of the Bible into chapters was made
this or 10 cents a day is enough to by Cardinal Hugo dc Sant Caro, a
support a family of five persons after Dominican, who lived in the middle
of the thirteenth century.? J. Thomas
the Chinese fashion of living. In
Schauf, A. M., L. L.D., in Mirror.
cities carpenters and masons get 30
cents a day without food; sen-ants,
Not a Patent Medicine.
$6 a month without food ; farm-hands,
$17.50 a year without food; clerks
D
and accountants, 810 to $30 per
Prostration.
month without food. A soldier's pay
nepression.
is $5 a month with board, but half of
D
this is paid in rice. In some of the
?
Dyspepsia.
cities common laborers will work for
G cents a day.
cates of

?
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Nervous
Mental

Complaint is often made

by Bostonians that there are numbers of
State of onio, Cm of Toledo, > as.
I >
streets and places in that city having
~
Lucas county.
Frank I. Ciienev makes outh that,he is the the same name.
But there are five
senior partner of the linn of F. J. Cheney A
Co., doing business in the City of Toledo, King streets or places in Washington.
County and State aforesaid, and that >aid Washington has eight
Madison streets
tiiin will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
HOLLARS for each and every case of Ca- or alleys, seven thoroughfares named
takkii that cannot be cured by tlie use of
after Grant, six after Lincoln, six
Mali's Catarkii Cuke.
after Jackson, six after Washington,
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in lny five after Pierce, and quartettes,
trippre-.nee, Ibis Oth day of December, A. 1). lssti.
,
lets, and duplicates of small streets
A. W. ULEASON,
i
seal, j
Notary Public.
named after residents of local note,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and
besides
six Prospects,' eight Pleasacts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials, ant thoroughfares, and six *<T"
(roe.
t. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
streets or alleys and about 100 dupli*j- Sold by all Druggists, 75c.

.
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P
Failure.

Freligh's
Phosphorized
\sv (A
1P/Af!
VIIIV
Cerebro-Spinant)
will cure when cvervthing else has
failed. Prescribed and endorsed now,
and for ten years past, by over 40,000

Physicians. Sample by'mail 25c, ten
days' trial. Regular bottle $1 by mail.
Small bottle, but 100 doses in each.

Concentrated, Prompt, Powerful.

Formula, descriptive pamphlet, full
directions, testimonials, etc., to any
address.
/. O. Woodruff & Co.,
Manufacturing Chemistt.
Fulton SI.. Xew York City.

100-10S

Formula on Every Bottle.
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Revolution, and had settled

at St.
Firmin,where they were looked upon
No student of history need be told with mingled feelings of distrust,
how manfully and faithfully Vendeans dislike and fear. Both professed
struggled for their God and their republican opinions. They had horking ; how bands of untrained peas- rified their neighbors by expressing
ants, led by their chatelains, kept at delight at the king's execution, and
bay for many months the formidable they were accused by the villagers in
armies of the French Revolution, and general of having secretly betrayed
how women and children, left to guard into the hands of the republican autheir homes, proved themselves wor- thorities of St. George-sur-Loire sevthy of the heroic husbands and fathers eral priests and nobles whose hidingwho had rushed into the very face of places they had somehow discovered.
The aspect of Pierre Brassac, dark,
death at the call of duty.
The sufferings endured by their an- surly-locking, and of his wife, a wo-

THE COST OF A CRIME.

cestors have brought down a fliw of
graces and blessings upon the Vendeans of today. Those who live
among them will readily acknowledge
that they have inherited the firm faith
that strengthened their forefathers
through times of bitter trial and the
innate respect for authority that is
alas! fast dying away in France. As
arule, tbey are a quiet, contented, Godfearing race warmly attached to the
lords of the soil, and passionately devoted to their native villages and firesides. The beautiful churches that
within the last few years have been
built in almost every village are
crowded even at early Mass on week
days ; and the voice of the priest is as
much respected as it was a hundred
years ago, when it was no rare occurrence for the villagers to shelter their
pastors at the risk of their lives.
At the time of which we write, in
1793, terror and desolation reigned
throughout Vendee. The churches
were either burned to the ground or
stripped of their ornaments and left
lonely and desolate; and the farms
were well-nigh deserted, for all the
ablebodied men had joined the Royalist
army under Cathelineau, the Saint
"
of Anjou." As for the priests, all who
declined to take the impious oath demanded by the revolutionary Government were in exile or concealment.
In the villageof St. Firminthe pastor, Father Guyader, steadily refused
to abandon his flock. In spite of the
stringent laws issued against the
clergy he remained at his post. The
church was closed, it is true, but he
continued to say Mass, sometimes in a
lonely manor or again in the mysterious depths of the woods that loom up
throughout that province. At night
he might be seen gliding beneath the
shadow of the thick hedges or creeping wearily through thefields of gorse,
hastening from one farmstead to another to bless, counsel and comfort
the sick and suffering. In order to
escape detectian more surely he frequently changed his place of residence. But from his own children
the good priest had naught to fear;
not one amongst them could have
been bDught either for love or money
to betray hi 3 pastor.
One family alone in the whole village of St. Firmin inspired the priest
with feelings of grave distrust?that
of Brassac, the innkeeper, who lived
on the village place, a stone's throw
from the now desolate and desecrated
church. Neither Brassac nor his
wife belonged to the country. They
had come from the south of FraDce
some Years bpfore the outbreak of the

man with a glib tongue and cruel
eyes, did much, it must be said, to
confirm these evil reports.
The dark winter days passed by,
and although it happened several
times that thepatrols from St. Georgesur-Loire had been sent in search of
thepriest, he had always found it easy
to elude his enemies, for the loyalhearted peasants kept their priest's

secret bravely.
About Christmas time Jeanne
Brassac began to show unusual interest in the priest's whereabouts. She
often spoke of him with apparent
friendliness to Mere Jeannetou, her
nearest neighbor, a simple-minded
soul, who was inclined to look upon
these conversations as a sign of her

neighbor's approaching conversion.
When she communicated her impressions to the other villagers, however,
they shook their heads and invariably
bade her beware of gossiping with
the woman.
You may be very certain that she
intends no good, " they added, but
Mere Jeannetononlycoldly acquiesced,
being already half won over by the
wily southerner's natural eloquence
and apparent sincerity.
The night of the 20 th of December
was dark and stormy; the wind
moaned around the lonely farmsteads,
among the leafless branches and
across the barren lands or commons
so numerous in Vendee. Along the
paths leading from St. George-surLoire to St. Firmin a small party of
ten soldiers crept stealthily under
cover of the darkness. When they
had reached a field adjoining the inn
one of their number advanced a few

"

steps and struck three times against
the window.
"All's well! " said a voice within.
The door opened and Brassac
cautiously admitted the little party.
A large fire was burning on the hearth ;
wine and spirits stood ready on the

table.

"

if the job before him was not to his
liking.
Meanwhile Jeanne Brassac slipped
on her wooden shoes, wrapped herself
in a long cloak, and, taking a lantern
in her hand, sallied forth gaily after
exchanging a few whispered words
with her husband. She went straight
to Mere Jeanneton's cottage and
knocked loudly. No answer came;
the old woman lived alone, and was
Jeanne
notoriously a timid soul.
Brassac knocked again, and hearing a
slight sound within, she cried out:
For pity's sake, help me ! Have
mercy .on the most miserable woman
upon earth."
Mere Jeanneton recognized her
neighbor's voice and opened the
door.
Alas ! cried the other,
have
pity on me. My husband is dying
in great pain. His sufferings are
fearful; he, the enemy of priests, is
crying out for the priest. We
must see him and send him directly."
Mere Jeanneton's first impulse was
to rejoice at her impious neighbor's
conversion, then an afterthought
made her a little more cautious.
Surely you can wait till morning," she said, suspiciously.
After
doing without the priest for so many
years a few hours more or less cannot much signify."
Jeanne Brassac wrung her hands.
Oh, but you do not understand,"
she cried. "Pierre is dying, dying!
Tomorrow morning may be too late.
I dare not go back to him without a
priest. The priest is at Lamorosiere,
is he not? lam going there."
And she made a move in the direction of a farm inhabited by a family
who were well known for their devotion to God and his priests.
And your dying husband is left
alone?" asked Mere Jeanneton, still
suspicious.
No, indeed," returned the other.
"Marie Louise Pinot has offered to
watch him. It was she who advised
me to go to Lamorosiere."
At these words Mere Jeanneton's
last suspicions vanished. If Marie
Louise, a gond, pious woman, who
often watched by the sick, was at the
inn and if she had sent the woman on
her errand all must be well.
"The priest is not at Lamorosiere
now," whispered Mere Jeanneton,
confidentially; "but much nearer
le Lavoir, where old Jean Marie is
?

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"
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dangerously ill.

You will find him
there."
But as Jeanne, with protestations of gratitude, hastened away,
Mere Jeanneton's suspicions returned.
I shall go and help Marie Louise
to mind your husband," she cried out
through the darkness.
If you like," answered the other;
"but I advise you not to go out tonight. I can hardly keep my foot."
Just at that moment a violent gust
of wind extinguished Mere Jeanneton's candle and put an end to her
good resolution. She hastily barred
the door and sought her bed, vaguely
anxious as to the night's work and
yet not having sufficient courage to
test the truth of her neighbor's story
by crossing the lonely, storm-swept
place.
A few minutes' brisk walking
brought Jeanne Brassac to the Lavoir
farm, where a light was still burning.
Old Jean Marie lay in his bed sleeping peacefully, his eldest daughter
Anne was saying the rosary by his
side, and the two younger girls were
resting in an adjoining room. The
three girls were alone with their old
father in the farmstead, their brothers long since having left to join the
royalist army under Cathelineau.
The woman's knock soon brought the
watcher to the door.
Who is there? " she asked.
A neighbor in great trouble,"
was the reply.
For the love of
(iod open quickly."
Anne cautiously unbarred the
door and opened it sullieiently to
recognize her visitor. A shade of
terror and distrust passed over her
honest face. The woman repeated her
story, and to all appearances was beside herself with sorrow; but Anne
Florent was less simple-minded than
.Mere Jeanneton, and she remained
unmoved. At last, however, she
somewhat coldly expressed surprise at the priest being supposed to
be at the farm and prepared to close
the door.
I am sorry for you," she added ;
but believe me, I cannot help you
in tbis matter."
But the priest is here," persisted
the other. " 1 know he is and
you know it, too. Because my husband has been a friend of the Bleus'
'
you would let him die without help
or pardon; that is the charity of the

"
"

"
"

"

"

"

"

MARCH, APRIL, MAY

"There is no time to lose, said the
sergeant, a handsome young fellow,
whose accent showed him to be a native of Alsace. ''If there is work
to be done, let us do it quickly.
-as-i nhysieh,,
Where is the priest we are to take
people who have
with
us?
back
"
"Gently, gently, citizen," said
-\u25a0?saparilla.
ntry ? r
Brassac; "he will be here presently. the months either in this
of March, April m iv t w
Meanwhile let us sit down and drink
to the prosperity of the glorious republic and to the extermination of
kings, priests, nobles, and aristocrats
of every description."
The men assented willingly, with
the exception of the young sergeant,
Awarded M.,., .- J
who evinced a certain weariness, as
|
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Christians 1 she shrieked, in apparent appeared. The light, the warmth,
anguish.
Her loud voice and violent words
awakened the sick man, who lay anxiously listening. The two younger
girls also crept from their beds and
stood clinging to their sister. Anne

Florent remained unmoved.
"Go home now," she said, at last;
"tomorrow I will see if I can help
you."
"Tomorrow will be too late,"
broke out Jeanne Brassac. "I tell
you, girl, that my husband is dying
now a t this very minute. Because
we are 'Bleus' we are fit only to be
repulsed and cast aside in our distress. This then, is the pity your
priests teach you."
Meantime a doorhad opened softly ;
a man in the dress of a peasant, but
with a singularly pure and gentle
countenance had, unobserved by the
woman, joined the little group. He
now spoke:?
"No, indeed, my daughter, it shall
never be said that a human being,
whether friend or foe, has died unsaved through any fault of mine."
With these words Father Guyader, for
Lead me
it washe, came forward.
to your husband," he said simply;
I am ready."
Anne Florent groaned aloud in accents of despair; the sick man, who
overheard the dialogue, clasped his
hands with grief and apprehension.
" Father, I beseech you to wait till
tomorrow ; it may be a trap. For
pity's sake, wait!" whispered the elder
girl, with white face and terror-stricken
I canOh, Father, do
eyes.
not help fearing it will not be well
for you."
Peace, my daughter," said the
Better far that I should
priest.
risk my poor life than endanger the
salvation of an immortal soul."
And with these words he stepped
on
out into the darkness. Falling
their knees, the three sisters began to
say the rosary with great fervor, while
the priest and his guide pursued their
?

"

"

wait!

"

"

"

way in silence through the night.
Meanwhile at the inn Pierre Brasac and his guests made merry over

and
their wine; many a rude jest
among
passed
blasphemous pleasantry
them; the young sergeant alone
seemed annoyed and absent-minded.
At length, looking at the clock, Brassac rose.

"Now," he said,
to begin."

" the

comedy

is

that
And going towards the bed he
the
room
of
occupied the middle
the bedclothes over
lav down, drew
the moans and
him and counterfeited
violent pa.n.
in
groans of a man
this pergreeted
Roars of laughter
,
formance.
coward
-Should the priest turn
said one
and refuse to come tonight,"
then?"
of the party, what
"Trust my wife's glib tongue to
bring him sure enough," said Brassac
She is a sharp one and able to unearth our game. Take another glass
to keep your spirits until my ghostly
Father appears on the scene."
Just thena knock was heard. Oneof
the soldiers quickly opened the door
and Jeanne Brassac andher companion

"

"

the odor of brandy, the sight of the
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Greatest Clearance Sale in Boston.

soldiers seemed hardly to strike the
priest; absorbed by the thought of WE ARE SELLING OUR SURPLUS STOCK AT ABOUT ONE-HALF PRICE.
his sacred duty, he walked straight
EVERY PAIR WARRANTED RELIABLE GOODS.

up to the bed where the innkeeper
now lay silent.
So Pierre carried out the farce in
due form," laughed the woman.
He might have spared himself the
trouble."
The soldiers echoed her laugh,
thinking, too, that Brassac was determined to keep up his role us a sick
man and expecting some new blasphemous joke to issue from the bed.
All was silent, however. Even the
soldiers had ceased their coarse jests
andrough conversation, andthe brandy
glasses had ceased to clink.
All eyes were riveted on the priest,
who had approached the bed of the
man who was supposed to be in the
agonies of death.
Pierre Brassac lay still as death.
He acts his part to perfection,"
thought each of the assembly present.
Does the patient sleep?" asked

"

"

"

"

the priest.
" Oh, the poor man is probably
tired with waiting for you," replied
his wife. "You ought not to have
kept us waiting for you so long."
The priest meantime bent over the
man, touched his hands, then turning
to Jeanne Brassac : " It is too late
he is dead !"
" Dead !" she cried : " dead? You
are mad." And drawing back the
curtains and bedclothes, she called
?

for a light.
Tbe soldiers drew near in silence.
Their sergeant put a mirror to Brassac's lips, felt his pulse and his heart,
raised his head, moistened his tongue,
strove to warm the icy hands and
fee t
all was in vain ; the innkeeper
was dead, struck down by the vengeance of God.
As for the priest, he fell on his
knees by the bedside and prayed in
silence. Then, rising, he turned to
?
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136 and 164 Court street, Boston, Mass.

the little church. Shunned by her
neighbors, pointed at by the children
as a traitress, she spoke to no one
and lived on in fierce isolation, bearing on her worn countenance the
stamp of mortal terror. Since the
fatal night of her husband's death
Jeanne Brassac's face had borne an
expression of fear and horror that
time seemed rather to increase.
The gentle priest alone never
passed her without an encouraging
word, a kindly gesture, and often he
stood" between her and his parishioners' coldness and contempt. In his
long prayers he pleadedwith God for
that guilty soul, offering his penances, his deeds of charity, his daily
work for its salvation. The answer
came at last, and before going to his
reward the good old priest had the
joy of witnessing the deep contrition
and penitent death of the woman
who had betrayed him.
" I can now
singuiy NuncDimittis!'' heexclaimed,
after theremains of the repentant sinner had been laid to rest. And a few
weeks later God's call was heard and
the faithful priest went to receive his
crown.

Don't be afraid to examine your
conscience. The spiritual housecleaniDg will disclose many black and
ingrained spots. You will make unpleasant discoveries. But if you are
honest you will go ahead with your
work and clean up against that
day when there will be no possibility
of improvement.
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I am your prisoner," he said,
" am ready to follow you."
Tickets to Ireland only
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" and
Brassac,
There is not the slightest reason why
No one answered. Jeanne
should not feel well and strong.
crouching on the floor, seemed turned you
That
great offer of Dr. Greene's is proving Drafts for£l
and upwards.
to stone; the soldiers stood dumbthe best friend that weak and delicate
founded and terrified, and the young people ever had. A letter sent to him at FLYNN & MAHONY,
sergeant, pale and grave, was the his office, 34 Temple place, Boston, Mass.,
18-20 Essex Street, Boston.
telling the symptoms you are suffering
first to speak.
will be immediately answered by
Go your way," he said. "You from,
the Doctor, describing your complaint ACADEMY OF THE ASSUMPTION, Welleslty
"
Hills, Mass. This Academy, situated in the
are a free man." And under his minutely, and making you understand
suburbs of Boston, is only a few miles from the
just
what
ails
perfectly
you.
And
all
city. It is on the line of the Boston and Albany
breath he added, " Pray for us."
this costs you nothing. You don't
?

$10.

Years passed by; the revolutionary
tempest subsided at last, and P'ather
Guyader had the joy of restoring the
little church of St. Firmin to God's
worship and honor. He continued
to live among his

parishioners, stead-

ily declining far more important posts
in order to remain faithful to those
who had befriended him at the risk of
their lives in times of peril and sorrow. His charity seemed to spend
itself more especially upon a friendless old woman, who at nightfall
might be seen wandering like an unquiet spirit in the neighborhood of

HMLTUnu sauce

siii.vl,,

have to
leave your home and you don't have to pay
any doctor's fee to learn exactly what
your complaint is, and how to get well
and strong, from Dr. Greene, the greatest
living specialist in curing nervous and
chronic diseases. The Doctor makes a
specialty of curing patients through his
great system of letter correspondence,
and is having wonderful success. Thousands of weak, delicate men and women
arc writing him about their complaints,
and are being permanently enred. It was
he who discovered that world-renowned
curative, Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and
nerve remedy. Write the Doctor at once
and see what he says about your complaint. It will probably be the means of
your getting backyour health.
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aSensN
d onsense.
Little boy trolley car;
Didn't see it?"gates ajar."
Little boy banana stand;
Ate too many " happy land."
Little boy pair of skates;
Hole in ice " golden gates."
Little boy loaded gun ;
Looked in muzzle " Kingdom come."
?

?

?

?

HEART REVIEW.

you" ; five rings, "Turn aback handspring and land behind me," and so
on. You see we folks who walk are
always glad to be accommodating,but
the trouble is to find out what the
fellow behind wants us to do. New
York Weekly.
?

?

?

?

"Gosh ! ' exclaimedJosiahPunkerton, as he gazed at the leopard in the
menagerie, jes' look at them freck-

A child being asked, "What is les !
the pluralof forget-me-not?" answered

"

"

__^^__

(who had just purchased a stamp).?Must I put it on
Bragg.?l am a self-made man, myself?
Stamp Clerk.? Not necessarily.
sir : I began life as a barefoot boy.
Jenks.? Indeed. Well, I wasn't It will probably accomplish more if
you put it on the letter.
born with shoes on, either.

" Forget-us-not."

Haughty Lady

AN OLD LADY'S BOAST.
Tho3e who have charge of charitable institutions for the aged poor will
tell you that no topic is more pleasing
to some poor old women than the discussion of theii beauty days," when
they were the fortunate possessors of
everything heart could wish for,"
as they are apt to express it.
In one of these institutions one old
lady never tiresof describingthe finery
shehad when she was a bride ; another
boasts of having once owned a gold
band chany tea set " and six "solid
silver teaspoons" ; whilea third dwells
at great length on the elegance of a
flowered silk gown and a satin parasol with fringe fifteen inches long that
she once owned.
One poor old woman never says
anything until the others are done
blasting. Then she calmly remarks :
Well, I never had no chany tea
things, nor no silk gowns nor embroidered petticoats, nor openwork stockings, nor gold ear-drops, nor nolhin'
of that sort; but I have had four husbands, an' I'd like to know if any of
you can Beat that! "

"

"

"

A.O.H.
For Parades
We are ready to furnish One
Hundred Horse Equipment Saddles,
Bridles, Breast Plates, Saddle Cloths.
Untrimmed Chapeau to let Drum
Corps Uniform made to order.
Plumes, Sashes, Sword Belts,
Hats, Caps, &c in stock.
Flags of all nations.
Banners and Badges.
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Policeman. Move on, now !
Old Lady.? Don't you ever feel
Boy
Street
(after reaching a safe sick going up and down in this eleOAK HALL, BOSTON,
Yer needn't a-been vator all day ?
distance).
Boy.?
Yes'm.
scared. I wasn't watchin' yeh.
Elevator
32 TO 44 NORTH STREET.
"Is it the motion of going down?"
A Dakota court is struggling with a
"No'm."
The motion of going up?"
prisoner named Szezyz. We don't
"No'm."
know what he is charged with; but,
are COMBINED in the
"The stopping?"
from his name, we suspect it is sodaNo'm."
water.
"What is it, then?"
Young Lady.? Oh! oh! oh! I
"The questions."
never in the world could climb into
that upper berth.
Tiik unpractical Catholic is the
"If I live long enough," he said
Porter.
Just imagine it's a moodily,
scarecrow
over
of Catholicism. In the eyes
bting
I hope I'll get
tally-ho coach, ma'am.
of
the
non
Catholic world he reprea natural mark for any bunco-steerer
sents
the
faith
as much as the practithat happens to be loose."
Mother.? My dear, you'll have
and
so the odium of hi.s
Catholic,
cal
"What's the matter?"
and social, are vispolitical
misdeeds,
to chop some wood and bring up the
I concluded I'd have to econoPRICES REDUCED.
He may have
ited
the
Church.
upon
coal.
mize, so I sent fifty cents to a man ultimate faith, i.e., a faith that calls i A Luxurious Article of Furniture. ?
Father.? Where is son John?
MATTRESS AND SPRINGS SEPARATE.
who said that was all he'd charge to for the priest on his death-bed, hut
Illustrated Catalogue Free, I
Mother.?He's gone to the athletic tell me how to make a little money go faith without works is dead. His life,
SIDNEY
SQUIRES & CO.,
club.
devoid of a live practice of his faith, I -til & Til Treinont Si., Ronton.
a long way."
brings forth only rotten fruit. It is
And what did he tell you? "
Teacher. ?Andrew, what hapnot only not Catholic, bat un-Catholic.
He simply wrote, 'Send five cents
pened about that time to Captain John
to San Francisco."
express
by
Smith?
A Valuable Book.
Andrew (glibly).? One of his
It wa- not generally known, but 11 N
Can he consulted at his office
A level-headed old Yankee had, a fact recognized by physicians, that a
enemies poisoned him, but he swalof
the
diseases
<>f
very
majority
large
543 Boylston Street,
among other ills, to bear with the
lowed an anecdote and recovered.
(HOTEL CUM)
mankind begin with Irritation and Inflamvagaries of an hysterical wife with a mation iv that part of the body which
I >N
becomes affected by the disease, inflamCONSUMPTION,
The New York Girl.?Lord tendency to religious dissipation. mation is an unhealthy condition of the
and a tissues, manifested externally by heat. Throat Affections, Asthma.fTlfrrt) A: Deafness
Dumley, did you ever hear the joke She was just then a Millerite
end that redness and swelling, Internally by conabout the museum-keeper who had firm believer in the coming
gestion of the blood vessels, causing pain,
tissue. Cured in a few weeks'
two skulls of Julius Gesar, one when night, and she faithfully watched for disease and growth of unsound person
lima by I>r. LIGHTand needed rest, It is very important that every
HILL'S special method of absorption, without
he was a boy and the other when he it. Jacob was tired
understand the nature and home pain, detent iim From hniinosn or Burgicslopershould
and he lacked confidence; so he went treatment of Inflammations. For this ation. I'i-ui In. I'lcci-m, FiMHiirew ami nil
was a mac ?
other rectal diseases treated with eqnalraccesa
about four purpose I. 8. Johnson & Co., 22 Custom Hours: Bto 12 and 4to 8. Sunday, from 12 'o 2.
The Englishman.?No; what is to sleep. The snow was
House street, Boston, Mass., have had
feet deep all over the country, and in compiled from the highest medicalauthorit?
the course of the night the wife ex- ities, arranged in alphabetical order and
published in an Illustrated book, entitled
"Mamma, please gimme a drink of citedly called her husband and said : ?' Tkkaimi'.m
Km: Diseases, ' a descrip"Wake, Jacob, wake! Gabriel is tion of all ailments caused by. or accomwater; I'm so thirsty."
panied with, Inflammation; al-o the treat"No, you are not thirsty. Turn comin' now, certin ! I hear the rum- ment for such.
The book is printed in
overand goto sleep."
blin' of his chariot wheels." He re- plain, simple language, strictly for family
use. It is a valuable and complete treatise
A pause. "Mamma, won't you plied : Go to sleep, you old fool. Do which every one should have for ready
The publishers,as above, will
please gimme a drink? I'm so you s pose he'd come on wheels sech reference.
send one copy in paper covers to any
as
this?
sleighin'
thirsty! "
person on receipt of their name and
"
address if they send a two-cent stamp for
If you don't turn over and go to
Doctor P. was riding in the sub- postage.
sleep I'll get up and spank you!"
Another pause. "Mamma, won't urbs of Buffalo with his small boy,
Women and Flowers.
the Creator
you please gimme a drink when you and stopped at a tavern to water his The two best things that,
allowed to escape from heaven to gladden
horse.
The
watched
tbe
operachild
to
me
up
spank
?"
get
earth! How natural to think of the two
tion intently, and evidently thinking together, and how in accordance with the
eternal fltness of things that the most
Maison
First Citizen.?It is not enough it clumsily managed, piped out: successful grower of Bower seeds in
doesn
t
the
horse
take
"Papa,
why
a
the
law
America
should
he
woman
I
Have
bells,
you
bicycles
carry
that
seen her catalogue?
Her?
Why of
should enforce a regular system of the pail up with his feet and drink? " course; we mean MissC. H. Llpplncott,
he
isn't
made
that
way."
"Why,
of 819 Sixth street, South Minneapolis,
signals that all can understand.
"Why not?"
178 Tremont Street, Boston.
Minn.
?What
would
you
Second Citizen.
"Well, God didn't see fit to make
him so."
suggest ?
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"Why didn't God make him so?" U 7 r
First Citizen.?Well, I don'tknow
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Our Irish Letter.
One St. Patrick's Day.
Ochonel It seems but yesterday

She stood here at my side,
And I looked in her liquid eves
With all a lover's pride.
Her dear black head was on my breast,
Ah sure! I could have sworn,
No kirn: was e'er so rich as I
On that St. Patrick's morn.

Ochonel It seems but yesterday
Her dainty, white hand found
This little spr'iir of shamrock leaves

Down on the frozen ground.
Then, laughing lightly, to her lips
The dewy trefoil pressed,
Mavronel lis stilled her voice is now.
Its melody's at rest.

.

,s

the mercy of every blast of personal
passion that blows. Doctor Croke's
longing to see the old unbroken union !
of Irish Nationalists revived is shared
by everybody who loves Ireland.
The true patriot never despairs of
his native land and is ever found
ready and willing to uphold those engaged in advancing his country's
cause, and in Old Ireland especially
there is never a lack of patriotism to
save any Irish movement from peril
and never a scarcity of men to fill
the gap or to man tin entrenchments
in her behalf. This being the case,
there is no need for alarm, and it
may be taken for granted that a united Ireland and a united Irish party
are certainties of tbe near future.
Here is Archbishop Croke's let-

Oclione! It seems but yesterday
ter :
Her soft eyes Bought my own.
Tin: I'ai.ac :e, Thurles,
love,
And mute, confessed her
lint now
Feb. 11, 1895.
Their happy light has flown.
My Ileu r Sir :
The heart that warmly beat 'gainst mine
On that St. Patrick's day.
His Grace, the Archbishop of
Will never beat with love again
stood, undoubtedly, on solid
Tiiam,
Tis cold within the clay.
?

?

?

Ochone! It seemsbut yesterday

These leaves were in her hand.
They're withered not, but fairer (lowers
lliooin not in summer land,
oh! sweet the dreams they bring, and hope
Is in my heart new born,
That soon we'll meet, "asthoreen gal,"
As on that St. Patrick's mom.

The appeal issued to the Irish
people by Mr. Justin McCarthy,
which appeared in our columns two
weeks ago, is deservedly meeting with
a generous response. Ponds are now
pouring in from all quarters in such a
manner as to lighten the hearts of
Mr. .McCarthy and his colleagues and
make them more determined than
ever to continue the good tight for
Home Rule and bring it to a successful termination. His Grace, Doctor
Croke, the patriotic Archbishop of
Cashel, has answered the appeal by
and
the contribution of £20,
in forwarding it sent the appended
letter to the Weekly Freeman, Dublin,
which will be highly beneficial to the
work it so ably champions, in every
crisis of the Irish national movement
for the past fifteen years Doctor
Croke has always been found ready
with purse, heart antl hand to defend
the cause from danger, and his advice,
which has invariably been the first to
be proffered, was always inspiriting
and encouraging. One of the foremost of Irish Nationalists, he has
never swerved from the patriotic path
of duty,and it issmall wonderthat that
Irish people always look to Thurles
for the right word in every emergency.
He has ever pointed the right course
for the Nationalists of Ireland to
pursue, and his generous response to
the call of the leader of the Irish
party will, on this account, carry with
it additional weight and make a
greater impression on the minds of
the Irish people.
As. will be seen by a perusal of
his letter the Archbishop takes a serious view of the state of affairs
brought about by dissension, and is
deeply sensible of all that militates
against the anseess of the Irish moveThere is, however, a golden
ment.
lining to every cloud, and while the
great majority of the Irish people are
united and true to themselves and
their Parliamentary representatives,
and the representatives true to the people there is ground for encouragement
and hope; while they keep straight
on, determined to win their rights of
nationhood, with unbounded confidence in leadeaa who bane been tried
by every test and who have not faltered in loyalty to Ireland, the cause
is safe. ' Why should they feel
gloomy or surrender hope because
some individual or some section of
the Irish representatives places self
before Ireland. We would pity the
people and their cause were either at

ground the other day, when, referring to the proposed collection for
parliamentary purposes, he deliberately stated that, in his opinion, the
members of the Irish Nationalist,
party are entitled to financial support
from their constituents, on the just
and well known principle that "the
laborer is worthy of his hire."
In point of fact, we pay our clergy,
our doctors, our lawyers. We pay
butchers, bakers, and a miscellaneous
number of folk who expend on us a
share of their time or labor, or who
place at our disposal any portion of
their personal equipment, be it in
brains or muscle, which they were free
to employ otherwise than for our use
and benefit.
Now, that being so, what about
our legislators? What about payment of the men who keep almost
ceaseless vigil over our interests in
the House of Commons?
In the ordinary course of things in
life when we inculpably fail, orfraudulently refuse to pay. such debts as we

may have knowingly contracted, we
are liable to be brought into public
court, and in default of satisfactory
explanations to be declared bank-

And, sorely, if we repudiate
our liabilities to those whom we have
deliberatelychosen to represent us at
Westminster, and who, while doing
so, during fully eight months of the
year, must incur considerable expense, and submit, on our account, to
much and manifold discomfort, we
may, it is true, escape the various
pains and penalties usually attaching

rupts.

to insolvency in commercial circles,
but I doubt if we should not be reputed bankrupts, all the same, by all
light-minded men, in the great social
virtues of truth and honor.
Nor can we free ourselves from
responsibility in this matter by pointing, as many now. unfortunately, do,
to the melancholy fact that our
Irish representatives, are at present
and for some time past have been at
sixes anil sevens amongst themselves ; broken up into rival cliques ;
lighting literally for straws, as young
and unruly schoolboys are said to
do; seeking self-glorification, apparently, rather than the public good ;
and directing against each other
those splendid energies which might
be so profitably devoted to the service of their country.
Such is the reproachful and uncomplimentary language which is now in
almost everybody's mouth, and, 1
fear, not wholly without cause. It is
very plain speaking, to be sure; but
the" time for plain speaking has
arrived. Let us look the "situation "
fairly and dispassionately in the face.
Four years ago we? were a united
people". Today OUT once serried
ranka axe broken, and the sturdy
materials that composed them are

cattered to the wind. Our enthuiasm has cooled down, or died
away : our bishops, for the most part,
hold aloof from the national cause:
our priests are distrustful and dissatislied : our ever-faithful people
know not whose counsel they arc to
follow, whose mandate they should
obey: the friendly Government that
led us on to the very confines of Home
Rule is to be discredited and deposed, because it can not achieve impossibilities; the hereditary revilers
of our religion and race are, as soon
as possible, to be installed in their
stead no great national victory can
be gained, no eminently useful
measure passed into law : the hope of
obtaining a legislature for our country, within mea-urable time, is no
longer entertained by reasoning men ;
and all this has come to pass, partly
because the spirit of faction appears
to be more potent than the spirit of
patriotism, and in part also, because
SOME FACTS ABOUT
what one set of Irish politicians proposes for the common weal will.
almost of a surety, be derided, denounced, and scornfully rejected by
another.
This is a truly miserable state of
things. Whoever is answerable for
Clean to use, Penetrating, Powerful. It has no equal
it. is there no way out of it? Can
for Removing Sorenessfrom Feet and Stffness from
the Joints or limbs. It cures Rheumatism.Neualgia,
we not revive the past, and unite all
Sprains and Bruises, and Is Safe, Reliable and
patriotic Irishmen for at least one
INVALUABLE for SPORTSMEN and ATHLETES
He who
great common purpose?
effectually brings about this happy
consummation, without the sacrifice I" I
IS SOLD B* sIN LARGE BOr TLe
ofany principle, will deserve well of
ATTHEPO^ E
S
his country, and merit, as a reward,
' Sample fS£
a civic crown of the very highest
TRYIT AND YOU
l_L l?llrilJwiLL BE CONVINCED fV^.,
order.
Meanwhile, two courses, and only
two courses, are open to us.
We MINARD'S LINIMENT MF'G CO.
BOSTON MASS.
must either support our members or
repudiate them. As long as we recognizethem as our representativeswe FORTY-TWO ESCORTED
PARTIES between
have to thank them, one and all,for May 13, & C||}nDE
Fromsl7s
their labor in our country's cause, and July 13, to
t0»750,
afford, moreover, such an amount of i and from 31 days to 101 days duration.
M.-ntion tins paper, state time and money at
|
dt*.
financial support to those that need I'iM, '~'i r r , s,, ed an Programs will be sent.
' I r3' wh« re OCEAN tli-kets.
D
£ !R.ii
it as will enable them to live iv frugal S
JL iSh' *f
?TSONS,
Ijiir. it
H. nl^sP
Ltd., 113 Uromlvriy, N. Y.
respectability in London.
That being the state of the case,
and my judgmentjvgardingjit, I feel
bound to respond, once again, to Mr.
IS
.lustin McCarthy's appeal, and enWhy not prolong it by enjoying
good health ? Your system (from in- a
close check, accordingly, for.t'i'O,
fancy to old age) requires a Tonic
"
which you will kindly place to the
Do not hesitate, but try
t
credit of the Irish Par iamentary
Fund. 1 remain, my dear sir,
Your faithful servant,
rf< T. W. CItOKK,
Archbishop of Cashel.
Mark well the query of His Orace
J«,
It is French,
f
which asks, "Can we not revive the f*J*
you know,
f
past, and unite all patriotic Irishmen
and
f
only
the
Tonic
that
for at least one great common purhas caused its authors to i
4
pose?" Assuredly such a happy rebe rewarded with the
sult can be accomplished by the great t
French National Prize of #
mass of the Irish people, demanding
16,600 Francs, f
and insisting upon a united Irish # All DrUggiwts, or if not please write for par- w
ticulars (giving name and address) to
party.
f E. KOUGERA A CO.. 26-28 N. William St.N. Y W
M. .1. Roche.
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Blackstone Londres.
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these pods in 1894,
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Altar St. John's Church, Clinton, Mass.

THE

Sacred Heart Review
is published every Saturday.
Two Dollars.
Five Cents.

Yearly Subscription,
Single Copies,

The cost of subscription may be reduced
by paying from two to four years, in
advance, or by sending with renewal one

St, John's Church, Clinton, Mass.

Continued from p, 111., of front cover.
treasurer, D. Murphy ; spiritual director, Rev. W. C. McCaughan.
A. 0. 11., Div. 8, of Clinton,
organized 1872, meets in hall 38
High street first and third Thursdays
of each month. Officers: president,

ard son. A quartette, composed of
Misses Kearns and Gill and Messrs.
Cannon and O'Toole will sing
several selections. The chorus will
render the Star Spanged Banner,"
and the orchestra some instrumental
music. The grand finale with be the
singing of Ireland's national hymn by
the chorus.
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FRAMING.
Special discount to those men'ioring this paper.

W. A. MADDEN,
162 HIGH STREET,
Clinton.

DOGGETTS

BLOCK,

Clinton.

FINE TAILORING
FIT, STYLE AND WORKMANSHIP
GUARANTEED.

COHE AND SEE ME!
You Always Get What You W'nt
When L, >oking for

Good Cravenettes or Mackintoshes
Call at the O d Reliable Store of

A. WIESMAN & CO,
33 HIGH STREET,
Clinton.

Persons wishing to canvass for the

REVIEW must send a letter from their

instruct ions and orderblanks will be mailed.
Specimen copies and new I'i;i/k List
sent free upon application.

pastor, when

General advertising, 20 cents per line,
Agate.
Special rates for local advertising.

Printed rates sent upon Application.
Ai>\ i:i: i isim; Manaoer, Charles B.
Putnam, 258 Washington St., Boston.
Entered

TAYLOR, THE TAILOR

Arrangements have been made for
regular correspondence from the principal Catholic centres of Europe.
A number of distinguished writers
have been added to the editorial staff.
The paper has been enlarged from
sixteen to twenty pages, and other
pages will be added as occasion deThe management of the Review
will rest in the same hands as heretofore.
The Apostolic Delegate, Most Rev.
Francis Satolli, has honored us with
his special commendation and Apos-

4,00
5,00
To be entitled to a prize, or badge and
Blessing.
Manual, the full subscription rate, two tolic
dollars, must be paid direct to this office.
In the words, once more, of the
Council of Baltimore, we appeal to
No attention will be paid to letters
people in behalf of the Reour
which are not signed with the writer's

Four Years, -

258

PICTURE

terns.

NEW subscription.
Persons renewing a subscription and
sending one NEW subscription can have mands.
both for .$2.50, that is, .$1.25 each.

P. 11. Morrison; vice-president, J.
Rev. Father Pattebson has apF. O'Malley; recording secretary, pointed Mr. Kittredge to call on the
Austin O'Malley; financial secre- Catholics of Clinton to get their sub- name.
Send money by check. Post-office order
tary, J. H. Mellody; treasurer, .1. scriptions to the Sachet) Hkaut Rehim a kind or registered letter-, not in bills.
E. Ilerrity; spiritual director, Rev. view. We bespeak for
and generous reception, and we know
Send all money and address all commuW. C. McCanghan.
from experience in other parishes that nications to the
every one will welcome the Review
Review Publishing ('<>.,
A lecture and concert will be given as a blessing into the family.
Washington St.,

in the Town Hall, Clinton, Sunday
evening, March 17.
When we say that the lecturer will
be R v. Father McCaughan, and the
subject,
" Ireland's Story as Told
by her Saints - her Heroes and her
Scholars," we say all that is necessary
to fill the hall to overflowing. Ireland's story, always full of inspiration
and pathetic interest, must ever appeal with irresistible force to the hearts
of those who love what is grand
and noble. Father McCaughan will
do justice to this instructive and elevating theme and we know no batter
\u25a0way to celebrate the day, to recall its
memories, and profitby its lessons, than
to attend this lecture and concert.
The choir, under the direction of
Miss Nellie Grady, and assisted by
the Ideal Orchestra, has arranged a
most attractive programme of Irish
music and song. After ''Gems of
Irish Music," by the Ideal Orchestra,
the choir will render the chorus,
"Sons of Ireland.' The soloUts
will be Mrs. P. Kearns, Mrs. Heagney, Mrs. T. F. Healy, Mr. J.
O'Toole, Mr. J. Fox, Mr. T.
J. Cannon and Mr. William Cannon. There will be recitations by
Miss May Kenney and Mr. Jennings
and banjo selections by Mr. Wallace

new- type, presses, and other machinery of the most improved pat-

as

second-class matter in the Boston Post
Office. Dec. i, 1888.
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Christian parents, let us
" Finally,
beg
your earnest consideration of
this important truth, that upon you,
singly and individually, must practically depend the solution of the
question whether or not the Catholic
press is to accomplish the great work
which Providence and the Church expect of it at this time."
The subscription price of the REVIEW will not be increased.
Review Publishing Co.
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REVIEW PUBLISHING CO.,
11» High Street,
Clinton.
a corporation organized under the
laws of the Commonwealth of Mass- SIMARI)
& EAVREAU,
achusetts, and consisting of the
Registered Pharmacists,
leading Catholic clergymen of New
England.
Important additions to the extensive plant have been made, including

PRESCRIPTIONS CAREFULLY COMPOUNDED.
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72 IlisH Street.
Clinton.
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PROGRESSIVE SHOE DEALERS,
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Artistic Footwear,
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Comparison of Quality and Price Invited.

Get Your Spring Medicines

That one barrel of
Old Wheat Flour
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will make one-third
more bread and also
better bread than one
barrel of New Wheat

I
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HOT AND COLD SODA.

J. E. HARRITY, Proprietor,
37 MECHANIC STREET,
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Steam Laundry
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JOHN F. GLEASON.
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" They'll Vanish Like Smoke."
Winter clothes, we mean, in a few weeks,
and then you'll want to get a Spring

Outfit
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McQUAID BROS.
The Well Wearers,

The Heagney Pharmacy

50 HIGH STREET, CLINTON.

48 HIGH STREET.

with Care
Our Watch Hospital PrescriptionsandDispensed
Accuracy.
Is always open. When a
WATCH leaves our hospital
to renew its duel with time it
must be reliable, and we make
them so. Our Watch Surgery
is a triumph of art.

WHITNEY, the Jeweler,
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18 HIGH STREET,
Clinton.

Clinton.
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Just a Word.
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When you are in want of TEA
and COFFEE you will find all
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35c.lb.e$L00
Boston Branch Grocery,

beat,

want

of any

Crockery, Tin, Agate, Wooden or
Earthenware,
you will find it at that old stand,

22 CHURCH STREET,
W. G. McGLINCHY, Prop.
CI nton.
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AND
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Home Wade Bread Fresh Daily.
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69 HIGH STREET,

black and colors, before 60c,
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FREE

at
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ALL-WOOL SERGES,
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33 MECHANIC STREET,
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Spring Dress Goods Gentlemen,
We are prepared to show our cusa fine line of Spring Dress
Goods in wool, and silk and wool which
are coming in at veryreasonable prices.
We are placing the New Styles on

130 HIGH STREET,

Prescriptions Compounded.

Clinton.
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Coffee Store.

Beef, Wine and Iron,
Cocoa Wine,
65c.
Panes Celery Compound, 80c.
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Use it and you will al- Try Us Once
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65 c.
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Harrity's Drug Store.
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Agricultural Implements,

etc.

COR. HIGH AND CHURCH STREETS,
Clinton.

GREELEY BLOCK, 5 HIGH STREET,
Clinton.
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Watches, Jewelry, Clocks,

JOHN A. TUITE, SILVERWARE AND NOVELTIES.
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49 MECHANIC ST., CLINTON.

Personal attention given to prescriptions
and general dispensing.

At Tyler's Music Rooms,

67 HISH STREET,
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THE SACRED HEART

CatholicN
Nenwds otes.
Count dc Castei.i.ane and Miss
Anna Gould were recently married
by Archbishop CorriganofNew York.
The Bishop of Clermont, France,
s making preparations for the celebration of the eighth centenary of the
first crusade, and the Holy Father has
written him a letter commending the
project.

The Young Ladies' Charitable
Association will celebrate, next Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock, at 17
Worcester street, the fourth anniversary of the organization, and the
freedom from debt of the Home. We
extend our hearty congratulations.
\u25a0

Rt. Rev. Bishop Crims of Wilmington, Del is giving missions to
Protestants in the country towns of
Virginia. Recently, in Onancock, a
town of about 1,000 inhabitants, of
whom not one is a Catholic, he gave
a mission for four days, and the hall
was full every evening. The Bishop
was well received, and he distributed
to the people a number of copies of
"Catholic Belief."

,

?

Francesco Podesti, a famous Italian artist, died recently at the age of
ninety-four years. Some of his best
known works are the series of magnificent frescoes on the walls and
ceiling of the chamber of the Immaculate Conception in the Vatican. This
work was undertaken at the instance
of Pius IX. tocommemorate the proclamation of the dogma of the Immaculate Conception, Dec. 8, 1854.
The Church of the Sacred Heart,
Bridgeport, Conn., Rev. James C.
O'Brien, pastor, having been recently
renovated, was solemnly opened last
Sunday. Bishop Tiemey and a
large number of the clergy were present. Rev. Chas. McKlroy was cele-

burning his own hands, however. St.
Peter's Church is comparativelynew.
It is one of the largest and certainly
one of the most beautiful and costly
churches of New England.
This is the third Catholic church
in the city of Boston that has suffered
from fire within a week or two. Father Murphy's of
was the
first, the Ga<e of Heaven Church,
South Boston, was gutted by fire this
week, and now comes the third
attempt on the beautiful Church of
St. Peters, Dorchester. We were
loath to believe that the first two fires
were of incendiary origin ; there can
be no doubt of the cause of the third
and last. Who is responsible?
What is the cause or motive ? Of
course we do not know and it is a
very serious thing to accuse any
class of persons of fomenting crime.
Yet we know that the murder of our
own President Garfield, and morerecently, of the President of the French
republic, Carnot, has been justly
taken as some of the effects of the
wild theories advocated by certain fa
natics, or of the mad denunciations
of certain parties or classes of citizens. For a long time certain mistaken zealots have been denouncing
the Catholic Church as a foe to our
republic, a menace to our liberties,
the enemyof pure Christianity ; and no
doubt some Guiteau, whose weak
mind has been feeding for months or
years on such intellectual pabulum
believing himself- commissioned by
heaven to protect his country or,
probably, promote the interests of
morality and good government,
takes the incendiary torch as the
most effectual way to get rid of the
Catholic Church. We have more
than once intimated that the mad
and senseless denunciation of Catholicism and Catholics indulged in by
A. P. Aists was a real menace to the
peace, harmony and welfare of every
community. Good citizens of all
parties and creeds ought to combine
against this real danger.
?

?

\u2666
brant of the Mass and Rev. Father
of Andover,
Stahmtk,
Pkofessok
Clark, S. J., preached the sermon.
has rehimself,
Rev. Dr. Maher of Milford preached a staunch Protestant
more
floln
P'ot'?/'"'' "
an eloquent sermon at vespers in tlie moved one
text
books. That
eetant historical
evening.
\u25a0
Luther "found" the Uible, that
Last Wednesday evening, while the Catholics are not allowed to read that
church was filled with people attend- book, that the priest can give permising the usual Luiten service, St. sion to commit sin, that Catholics buy
Peter's Church, Meeting House Hill, this permission or the pardon of sin,
Dorchester, was set on fire by some that the Pope may absolve Catholics
miscreant. The tire was started in at his sweet will from civil allegiance,
the basement almost under the main that the rules of the Jesuits, approved
altar. The floor and furniture in the by the Pope, empower the superior
immediate vicinity of where the fire to command any of his subjects in
was started were found saturated with virtue of holy obedience to commit
kerosene. This fact shows plainly sin or any crime, are all "facts" of
that the fire was the work of an in- Protestant history and articles of the
cendiary. Father Ronan, the pastor, OrthodoxProtestantfaith. Nowcomes
was preaching at the time to the along Professor Starbuck, in a long
1,200 or 1.400 people in the church, article in the Independent, wherein he
when an altar boy told him of the gives the origin and history of the
fire. The pastor, with great pres- calumny and proves conclusively that
ence of mind, asked the people this fact " about the Jesuits is no
to quietly leave the church, without fact at all, but a lie ; that it originated
assigning any reason. He himself in ignorance of the Latin language,
turned his attention to the fire and and finally that ''there is no longer
with the assistance of one or two any excuse for persisting in this misothers extinguished it before the ar- interpretation.' Should this iconorival of the fire department, severely clastic study of' the facts " of his

"

"
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CLOSE AT HAND
I

Henry Ward Beecher said: "Many
persons lie buried within a few feet of
something that might have saved their
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places.

No one can realize how inexpensively
an open fireplace can he constructed until
he has looked through our Mantel Oatalogne? aG+ pajje hook with :I0 illustralions, uivinj; prices,

specifications, etc.

We mail it on request, if Iwo L'-cent stamps
» *»
are forwarded for postage.
A\ % I
"
our low prices have brought us not only the mantel trade of New England,
but large orders from the entire country. A \ isit to our warerooins at anytime
will give the intending purchaser a view of over one hundred mantels fully erected.
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LILJ

PAINE FURNITURE CO.,
48 CANAL ST., BOSTON.

Tory go on, there will shortly be left

4®\

few, if any, of the articles of the

01)' hovu

popular Protestant creed.
We notice that some of our exchanges relate with surprise that Dr.
Zemp, president of the Swiss Confederation, having entered a church to
go to confession, would not allow the
people who were there before him to
give him their turn, but that he insisted on waiting for his own turn,
and meanwhile, occupied his time
saying his beads. We see nothing
wonderful in this incident. It merely
shows that Zemp is a sensible Chris-

tian.
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lectured recently before that body, on ULI i V -I COPPER AND TIN.
HKI.I. CO.,
"Christian Citizenship." He was ÜblabV
I ajj BLAKE
BOSTON, MASS.
and
evoked
apgreat
well received
plause when he said :
" While I am uncompromising in the
Wattkijson

nn o
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matters of my faith and inflexible in those
lines of COndnd which depend on the
principles of faith, and while I would
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attended to,
generally lead to Consumption. Why take the risk when

// not promptly

deserve the contempt and scorn of every
right-minded man if 1 were recreant,
my conscience in these lliintrs which I
hold as truths, yet I know of no doctrine
of the Catholic church which prohibits or
prevents me from working for the good
prevent it ?
of my fellow man; no doctrine which inis
an
terferes with my allegiance to the Government and laws of my country. On the
OF
contrary, I know that the whole teaching
OIL
COD
and the whole spirit of my religion requires me to be true to my country and its
put up in capsules, one
Government, and to promote its honor by
which is equal to a teafaithful discharge of all the duties of
plain oil.
spoonful
American citizenship.and all of you would
Bronohitia,
you
Throat,
know it, too, if
knew my religionaa For Sore
Weak Lung*, ItlooilDisenses,
well as I do." (Loud applause.)
;in<l I,oss of Flesh.
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Last Sunday afternoon, at the
Free Home for Consumptives, Dorchester, a very enjoyable concert was
furnished the inmates of the Home.
The members of the Charlcstown
Bianch of the Young Ladies' Charitable Association entertained. The
visitors were escorted through the
Home by the president of the Association, Miss Elizabeth A.lower, after
which the patients gathered in the
pari r. After the concert refreshments were served by the ladies of
the Branch.
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Tiik Rev. Wentworth Powell, nephew
of Hie Protestant bishop, Dr. Basil
.lones of Washington, has joined tlie

Catholic Churcli.

